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students are taking· advantage of the 
weather. Three Eastern students enjoy 
BILL HEILMAN I Staff Photographer 
the warmer temperatures by playing Hacky sak in 
the library quad, Tuesday afternoon. 
-
arm weather may be short-lived 
the way weathermen have been making 
s lately, you have to wonder i f  they' re 
o get on everyone's good side. 
tunately, it  may not be long before 
oked upon with i l l -favor again. 
While, the warm weather may ease the 
I for spring tloodi'1g from t he I l l inois 
river expert said Tuesday. 
temperatures hi t  69 Tuesday and posed a 
ry threat to replacing Palm Beach as a 
et-away. 
near bathing suit weather, the calendar 
made out to be a liar. In the Charleston 
average January highs reach 36, with 
20 and the overall average hovering at 29. 
son for this blessing from nature is that 
t stream is bending to the north," 
hy instructor Richard Wise said . The 
warm air from the Gulf  of Mexico is hi t t ing the 
area because of the directional change of the jet 
st ream, he added. 
Usually t he jet s tream lies farther to the south, 
making the temperature colder and allowing the 
arctic air to swoop into the regipn. 
The 90-day weather forecast from t he National 
Weather Service called for a cold December with a 
warmer January and February . 
But, Wise said "things should be breaking 
down by this weekend,' ' and temperatures will 
remain warm-but only in January terms. 
"We'll go back to the normal pattern," he said, 
adding that the jet stream will continue south 
while the weather gets colder. 
In the meantime, though, electricity and gas use 
for January has been down, according to Norman 
Spear, · Central' I l l inois  Public Services ' 
(See WARM, page 11) 
Wednesday, January 22, 1986 
. . . will be partly sunny and much 
colder, with highs in the low or mid-
30s and slowly diminishing northwest 
winds of 15-20 mph. Thursday will be 
mostly sunny with highs in the upper 
30s or low 40s. 
Rives proposes 
a·ltering control 
of WEIU radio, TV 
By CAM SIMPSON 
Staff writer 
Tuesday's  Faculty Senate meeti ng was highli)· cd 
·by a surprise visit from Eastern President Si.1 :ky 
Rives in which he announced a proposal to ..:iu11gc 
control of the Radio-TV Center in Ju ly. 
The proposal calls for changing the center i1110 
what Rives called "an academic laborat•n:- for 
academic programs" upon instal lation of. the 
television transmitter on July 1 of this year, as op­
posed to a "public service" type faci l i ty. 
Ironically, Rives ' announcement to the sen:-ite 
came the day after WEIU television 's  first broadcast, 
a news program in which Rives himself was in-
terviewed . 
· 
The change, Rives explained, would mean tran­
sferring control of the center from University 
Relations to Academic Affairs. 
Rives contended t hat this has been the main goal of 
the enter s ince i ts  inception and said the an­
nouncement  "should not be a surprise to anyone." 
However, the proposal tipped off intense and 
heated debate from Faculty Senate members directly 
involved in the center who said i t  was a "surprise," 
and questioned specifics of the proposal .  
J ourrialism instructor Mary Wohlrabe, a member 
of the Radio-TV Center Board, said she knew the 
proposal was under discussion but found Rives ' 
announcement "a surprise." 
Wohlrabe also said she wished she had known 
Rives was going to speak on the issue because she 
wanted to be better prepared for the discussion that 
followed . 
Further discussion on the Radio-TV Center within 
the senate has been scheduled for next Tuesday's  2 
p . m .  meeting in  the Union addition Martinsville 
Room. 
Some further questions raised to Rives by the 
senate dealt with the allocation of time for. the 
center 's  use as well as the proposal ' s·possible affect 
on the day to day operations . 
Rives said he was still unsure about several details 
but did say that the daily operations of the center 
(See RIVES, page 11) 
ent leaders discuss bar crackdown with mayor 
senate leaders are expected to meet with 
Mayor Murray Choate Wednesday, and 
bers predicted that the recent raid on city 
me rule wil l  be at the top of their agenda. 
'le , a city official said Tuesday that bar 
l icated in Thursday's police raid of nine 
bars could face as high as $500 fines for 
lice raids, Charleston police charged 39 
'eved to be predominantly Eastern 
'th either underaged drinking or entering 
tablishment as a minor. 
n ordinance provides for 19 and 20 year 
bars but not drink.  
mey Tony Sunderman said "everybody 
volved" could be charged with "quasi­
fenses punishable by fines" from $1 to 
h offense. 
said those arrested Thursday who are 
to appear in court Friday are likely to be 
· · um $35 plus $19 in county court fees . 
added that all the bars involved will 
likely face court action and possibly sanctions to be 
set by Choate, the city' s  liquor commissioner . 
Sunderman said the possible sanctions include 
suspending or revoking liquor licenses . Any sanction 
set by Choate, though, can be appealed to the Illinois 
Liquor Control Board in Springfield, he said . 
Senator Suzanne Murrie said she believed 
Choate-who said he ordered the raid and__recently 
promised additional surprise walk-throughs-has 
been "a little ambiguous with what he said he' s  going 
to do. 
"If they're looking for high school students, 
looking for them on a Thursday night is the wrong 
time to do it," she said, adding that she would bring 
up the issue if  she attends the 4 p . m .  meeting in the 
mayor's office. 
Senator Dan McLean agreed, but added that he 
believes the bars offer the city a more controlled 
atmosphere than parties do. 
"If there's nowhere to go, and if they keep en- , 
forcing the laws on the parties, I think it could turn 
into a riot situation," McLean said. " If  they con­
tinue _on this basis, they'l l  be facing an ISU 
situation." 
McLean was making reference to riots last year at 
Illinois State University where Normal police and 
ISU students clashed in the streets over a party 
crackdown there . 
"Ultimately, if they shut the bars down to 21 and 
converge on the parties, anything could happen," he 
said . ''It'd be a good time to sell rock� and torches." 
Student Senate Speaker Joe O'Mera said he plans 
to question the mayor on the city 's  taxing intentions 
should a home rule referendum be approved by 
Charleston voters in the March primaries . 
O'Mera said he is already organizing a student 
voter-registration drive, but added that he does nor 
know yet the position the senate will take on the 
referendum. 
However, the speaker said from information he 
has garnered thus far, he is leary of home rule, which 
would provide the Charleston City Council with the 
power to set up various sales taxes . 
Already council members have hinted that they are 
interested in taxing food, alcohol and cigarette sales 
.if the referendum is passed. 
Student Body President Floyd Akins is expected to 
attend the meeting with the mayor. 
rink ·turns o puddle Cagers battle· for first 
· fraternity members await the cold, page 3A. The Panthers face Cteveiand State in Lantz Gym, page 1 B. 
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Msoclated Press 
State/Nation/World. I Beirut bombing causes 22 deaths 
Reputed mob leaders convicted 
KANSAS CITY-Five reputed mob leaders, including the 
alleged underboss of organized crime in Chicago, were 
convicted Tuesday of skimming $2 million in gambling 
proceeds from two Las Vegas casinos. 
The U.S. attorney called the case one of the most 
significant government cases against organized crime. 
Joseph J. Aiuppa, 78, and John P. Cerone, 71, described 
by the government as the boss and underboss of organized 
crime in Chicago, were found guilty along with three other 
defendants after a four-month trial. 
They and the other defendants, Chicagoans Joseph 
Lombardo, 58, and Angelo LaPietra, 65, and Milton J. 
Rockman, 73, of Cleveland, were convicted on each of eight 
counts charging them with co�piracy and traveling in 
interstate commerce to gain and maintain a hidden interest 
in casinos owned by the Argent Corp. 
They were accused of skimming or secretly removing $2 
million from gambling proceeds before taxes were paid. 
Each defendant could be sentenced to 40 years in prison 
and fined $80,000. 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-A car packed with 
explosives, gasoline and oxygen bottles blew up 
in a huge ball of flame and shrapnel Tuesday on 
a busy street of Christian seat Beirut, killing at 
least 22 people and wounding 102. 
It went off 30 yards from an office of 
President Amin Gemayel's political party, but 
authorities would not say whether that was the 
target. The only damage at the Phalange Party 
office was shattered windows. 
A dozen passing motorists were killed in their 
cars by the fireball that engulfed the street. 
Witnesses said scores of pedestrians and 
shoppers were cut down by the shrapnel or 
turned into human torches by blazing gasoline 
that sprayed over a SO-yard radius. 
Blood-splattered Red Cross squads clawed 
through the smoldering wreckage of eight 
buildings, under a dark cloud of smoke and 
ashes that hung over the scene. Officials said 
they feared the death toll would climb. 
The bombing follows a week of fighting 
between Gemayel loyalists and Syrian-backed 
Christian and Moslem rivals in which more 
400 people have been killed and 800 wound 
Those battles, including a day-long show 
Jan. 15 in which Gemayel crushed his 
Christian opponent, scuttled a Syrian-spo 
peace agreement signed Dec. 28 in Damas 
leaders of the largest Moslem and C · 
militias. 
The Maronite Catholic president oppo 
agreement, which would give Moslems 
power at the expense of the traditi 
dominant Christians. 
No group claimed responsibility for 
nesday's midmorning bombing in the F 
Shubbak district. Police said the car 
detonated by remote control. 
Unconfirmed reports said the bomber 
the Mercedes on the sidewalk, pretended he 
engine trouble, then walked away and deto 
the bomb. 
It was the first car bomb in Lebanon this 
Last year car bombs killed 313 peop 
Lebanon, according to police figures. 
"I think this represents one of the most significant cases. 
of the government to address organized crime in the last 10 
or 15 years, which means forever," U.S. Attorney Robert 
Marxist factions battle in Yemen 
Ulrich said after the verdict. 
Woman gets $1 0,000 phone bill 
CHICAGO-Losing her wallet to a pickpocket was bad. 
Suffering a broken arin and pelvis when muggers stole her 
purse was worse. But worst for the 81-year-old woman was a 
bill for nearly $10,000 in long-distahce telephone calls. 
She broke down and cried. 
The North Side woman is not going to get stuck, said 
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. spokesman Mike 
Pruyn. 
"We've assured her that AT&T is not going to hold her 
responsible for what is an obvious case of fraud,'' he said. 
The woman's AT&T long-distance credit card apparently 
was stolen when her wallet was lifted from her purse in 
November, Pruyn said. 
She didn't report the card missing because she didn't 
r�alize she had one, he said. 
the woman's· name was not being released, Pruyn said, 
because she was frightened by the recent incidents and asked 
to remain anonymous . 
By the Associated Press 
Rival Marxist factions fought in. South 
Yemen's capital on Tuesday and both sides 
claimed victory, but diplomats in the Red Sea 
area said it was impossible to tell who was 
winning the power struggle that began more than 
a week ago. 
Diplomats in San'a, capital of neighboring 
North Yemen, said that country and the Soviet 
Union were trying to arrange a cease-fire. South 
Yemen, a small Arab nation on the Arabian 
Peninsula's southwestern tip, is allied with the 
Soviet Union and provides it with two strategic 
military bases. 
The diplomats said many fighters supporting 
President Ali Nasser Mohammed were believed 
holed up in the crater of an extinct volcano on 
the outskirts of Aden, a position easy to defend 
because of difficult access. 
Civilians evacuated from Aden described the 
seaside capital as a "city of death," its streets 
full of bloated bodies and burned-out tanks. 
Rebels led by Abdul-Fattah Ismail an 
Antar appeared to be gaining ground b 
Aden and the provinces, the diplomats re 
Ismail is a hardline former president who 
posed Mohammed's recent overtures to 
West, and Antar is vice chairman of the 
presidium. · 
The battle began with an attempt 
assassinate President Mohammed on Jan. 
The diplomats said he now was operatiiig 
his hometown in Abyan Province east of Ad 
Mohammed made a brief visit to Ethi 
another Marxist ally of' the Kremlin, 
weekend and the official radio there claim 
side was winning .. 
On Monday night the Ethiopian radio 
statement attributed to Mohammed saying 
except for Aden, the country was under 
"legitimate control of the Yemen Socialist 
and government.'' 
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Delta Sigma Phi 
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.to their 
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aditional ice skating rink victim of weather 
Sigma Chi fraternity has 
ed an ice rink next to their 
1 6 1 7  S .  Ninth St.  for the third 
tive winter . 
e present, however, it is known 
Sigma Chi swimming pool 
of the recent unseasonably 
-a n d  w e l c o m e  t o  
weather. 
're looking forward to cold 
so we can get back on the ice,'' 
ore Paul DeMay saiq. 
,cost involved with the ice rink is 
. The only real expense, 
said, is a $40 increase in the 
ill. 
truction of the rink is relatively 
DeMay said.
· Snow is  dragged 
the yard with pallets, then 
to the point of slush. The 
smoothed down with shovels 
wed to freeze. 
it has frozen, the 30-by- 1 00 
sprayed nightly with a light 
of water to retain a smooth 
surface. A barrier i s  also 
to keep hockey pucks on the 
has been little trouble with the 
horities over the ice rink. 
f of Police Maurice Johnson 
e i ce rink has caused no 
s that he is aware of . 
y said police did complain 
ut melting ice causing a large 
in the middle of Ninth Street . 
a city work crew 
• ampa1gn 
urpasses 
chedule 
ear-end reports indicate that 
Tenth Decade Campaign is 
· of schedule in its goal to 
$5 million over a period of 
years. 
y have now reached 1 7  
nt of its previous goal, 
ing slightly more than 
in private contributions 
g the first year . 
Eastern Illinois University 
dation Tenth Decade 
paign was inaugurated to 
emorate the 90th an­
ry of the founding of 
by the General Assembly 
5. 
is a five-year develop­
program with the goal of 
$5 million in private 
'butions to the university 
the Foundation by December 
ough the campaign kicked 
on Jan. 22, 1985, the cam­
technically began on May 
985. 
Thornburgh, university 
ns director, said, "I think 
· finish in December of '88 
than December of '89, our 
goal" if the current pace 
ues. 
ornburgh added that 
ing is still taking place for 
1985 donations and a report . 
be made on Jan. 27. 
Unseasonably warm temperatures have reduced the returns, so will this ice rink. 
DAN REIBLE ' Siaff Phbtographer 
Sigma Chi ice rink to a mud hole. When colder weather 
had to spread salt on ice that had 
overflowed onto the s idewalk. But 
there have been no complaints from 
neighbors, DeMay said. 
not plan to have any parties at the rink. have a good time." 
Home Economics instructor Ruth 
Dow, 1 70 1  Ninth Street, said she does 
not know of any problems created by 
melting ice or excessive noise because 
of the ice rink being in the neigh­
borhood . 
"The ice rink really promotes our 
brotherhood and during the tough 
months of school i t  helps relieve 
tension," DeMay said .  
The ice  r ink was originally the brain 
child of Brian Jenke, a Sigma Chi who 
graduated from Eastern in 1985. The 
rink appeared in The Magazine of 
Sigma Chi, the fraternity's quarterly 
magazine. Sigma Chi chapters from 
other schools have visited Eastern and 
enjoyed the rink, DeMay said. 
Senior Ed Huber, president of the 
Sigma Chis, said, "Every year it's 
gotten a little better." 
DeMay also said although there have 
no serious injuries on the ice, because 
of safety concerns, the fraternity does 
Freshman Jim Barnes said, "I think 
it ' s  a good thing for the house. It 
makes us look good and it 's  fun for 
everyone in the house. Even guys who 
can't  skate good can go out there and 
The rink is open to anyone, DeMay 
said. All someone has to do is ask, at 
least until it again becomes "Siggley 
Field," the whiffle ball field, he said. 
Reforms could yield 'better' teachers .. 
By LORI EDWARDS 
News editor 
· 
SPRINGFIELD-Education deans 
of ·the five Board of Governors 
universi t ies Thursday pledged support 
to educational reforms established by 
the General Assembly and outlined 
their efforts to produce better­
prepared teachers. 
The reforms, instituted by the 
General Assembly last year, include 
administrator, teacher and student 
assistance programs and evaluations of 
teacher quality before receiving cer­
tification to teach . 
Charles Joley, dean of Eastern ' s  
College o f  Education, said Eastern i s  in 
the process of identifying staff who 
have a specialty and want to provide 
assistance to area school districts .  
One area where Eastern can help 
Charles Joley 
local schools is in teacher evaluation, 
Joley said. The General Assembly 
provided funds for an Administrator' s  
Academy which would aid principals 
who evaluate teachers. 
J oley said the academy allows for 
"training the trainers" by showing 
principals how to observe and evaluate 
a teacher to improve the teacher' s 
performance. 
Two qualified people to help in this 
area which Eastern ' s  College of 
Education have identified are Larry 
Janes, an education administration 
instructor, and Walter Warfield, 
superintendent of Mattoon's  Com­
munity UnirSchool District No . 2 .  
Eastern is revamping requirements 
for elementary and junior high 
education majors, he said .  
And students who want to major in 
teacher education will  have to take a 
test before they are admitted to 
Eastern's  program. 
Tougher math requirements to affect class of 1990 
By KIRSTEN MANGAN 
Staff writer. 
State legislation may have created stiffer requirements for 
new math teachers, but current teaching students need not 
panic, administrators in Eastern' s  education department 
said. 
Formulated by the Illinois Board of Higher Education 
and enacted by the Illinois General Assembly last year, 
several sweeping reforms were designed with hopes of 
upgrading the state's school system. 
While universities were encouraged to set higher stan­
dards and course requirements for the high school students 
graduating in 1990, prospective math teachers graduating at 
the same time will need more math classes to find work. 
But while the current math education majors do not need 
to take the additional hours, they are being asked to go 
Correction 
In Tuesday's edition 'of The Daily Eastern News it was 
incorrectly reported that the results of a Faculty Senate 
· survey showed that 40 percent of the students who attended 
Eastern last semester and did not pre-register did so because 
they did not have the money to pre-register. 
The article should have said 40 percent of the 200 students 
surveyed did not pre-register because they did not have the 
along with the changes to be able to teach the "new ideas 
behind math," education instructor Jerry Ligon, said. 
For teaching middle school-grades six through 
eight-the education majors will have to take three credit 
hours in the methods of teaching middle school. Fifteen 
hours must also be taken in various math classes including 
geometry, calculus, and computer science. 
Requirements for those wanting to teach high school 
math-grades nine through 12-will see as much change. 
They will be asked for an additional three semester hours in 
teaching high school math. 
One of the biggest changes will be a required minimum of 
·eight hours of calculus before teaching. There will also be a 
required 14 semester hours in different areas of math in­
cluding-modern and linear algebra, geometry, probability 
and statistics, and computer science. 
money to pre-register. 
Also in Tuesday's newspaper, it was incorrectly reported 
that Joe O'Mera was elected Student Senate Speaker with 18 
of 30 votes. It should have read that O'Mera was elected by 
winning 18 of 27 votes. 
The News regrets these errors. 
' \ 
Opinion 
Your tum 
Another Jan. 22 
requires reflection 
on abortion issue 
decision. 
Today in America, 4, 100 
unborn babies are sucked out by 
a vacuum machine which is 29 
times stronger than your every 
day vacuum cleaner. 
to do about it?" or "Are all of 
these your kids?" and "W 
are you going to put another 
one?" These are just a few 
examples of how our outlook 
toward human life has wo 
·Editor: 
This process has caused a 
loss of respect for all human life 
within our society. To be 
pregnant, at one time, was 
looked at as a blessing. Today's. 
society looks at being pregnant 
as a malignant tumor which has 
to be removed. 
its way into the minds of all 
Americans. 
Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
The Dally Eastern News 
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During tax time 
no need to panic, 
just do as IRS says 
If death and taxes are the only sure things 
in life, tax return screw-ups run a close 
third. 
Why talk about taxes when April 1 5 is 
almost three months away? 
Because the more carefully Uncle Sam is 
given his cut, the less likely it is that last 
·· y e a r ' s  In t e r n a l  Editorial R ev e n u e  S e r v i c e  
processing 'mistake 
will be repeated in April. 
The JRS, hoping to avoid another tax 
return fiasco like the one it experienced last 
year, issued some - valuable advice to 
taxpayers this month: "Don't panic. Read 
the directions." 
According to media reports, about two 
out of every 1 0 tax returns filed last year 
requir�d some kind of error correction. 
When you consider that some 1 03. 4 
million returns are expected to be filed this 
year, it's easy to see the potential for 
another ·collosal mess. That means a 
backlog at the- IRS, and that means the 
refunds you've got coming to you could be 
late or wron9 or both. 
The IRS is doing its part to stall a repeat of 
last year:s problems by kicking off the new 
year with promises of added phone lines, 
more accurate information and more polite 
employees. 
The IRS has also offered suggestions to 
taxpayers of avoiding mistakes and con­
fusion, like. using the pre-addressed labels 
on their returns and by double-checking 
their work. 
To make things even easier, the agency 
hopes to have in operation a computer 
system that allows taxpayers to call and 
determine whether their returns have been 
received. The system, which will work 
through a toll-free telephone number, is 
expected to be operating by mid-March, 
along with 26 percent more workers who 
will be better educated about commen tax 
preparation questions to field the calls. 
If all of this sounds like a common-sense 
way of approaching America's annual in­
come tax blitz, it is. And some more 
common sense for taxpayers: Don't panic 
and read the directions. 
Good Morning, America. If you 
happen to wake up this morning 
and ask, "What day is it?" you 
may not think much of this day, _ 
Jan. 22, 1986. I now ask you to 
go back 1 3 years to the 
supreme Court building in our 
nation's Capitol. There, seven 
out of nine Supreme Court 
justices ruled that, throughout 
nine months of pregnancy, 
abortion be legalized on demand .  
Regrettably, w e  forget t o  notice 
the impact of the seven men's 
There are signs of America's 
thinking which have been 
drastically warping the value of 
human l ife. People nowadays 
think nothing of making 
derogatory comments about 
having children. "You're 
preg nant?" "What are you going 
Today, we also see the I 
respect for the elderly. Mom 
Dad needlessly shuffled off to 
the nursing homes, where, � 
they are fortunate enough, 
are visited once a month. 
It was once said, "Abortion 
today, euthanasia tommorrow. 
Tommorrow is now here, Jan. 
22, 1986. 
What comes next is up to 
Nicholas M. Skokna 
A /1/N!:> /.S TH/AJt; 
Newspaper belongs to readership 
The phone call usually goes something l ike this: 
"Somebody told me you run The Daily Eastern 
News." 
"Nope. I'm only the editorial adviser. !' 
"Good. I l ike to complain to the top guy." 
But I'm not the top glW." 
What?" 
Viewpoint: 
Have you talked to the reporter yet?" keep yourself informed; to stir debate by w 
"The reporter? No!" letters and requesting space to comment on ma 
"How 'bout the editor?" of public concern . 
Aren't they students?" And my job? It is not to be the editor of 
"Yeah. "  newspaper. W e  have a student editor. M y  role 
"Well, I don't want to talk to a student." challenge the staff and educate them about the 
"But this is a student newspaper. Students report responsibility and power they have . I am an• 
the news, write it, take the pictures, decide what's viser." 
newsworthy and what isn't." I don't read articles before publication . I don't 
"Yeah, yeah, yeah. You tell them what to do, assignments.· And I shouldn't. By being a 
right?" employee, I am an agent of the very govern 
"Nope . "  whose activities must b e  scrutinized by the st 
"Geez!" newspaper. 
I enjoy those phone calls.  It gives me a chance to And the press isn't fre� when the government 
explain how the newspaper works. the shots. In fact, the courts have ruled that if I 
I advise the caller to take up the complaint, to attempt to censor the paper, the students 
question or suggestion with a reporter and if there is and should (and no doubt would) take me to 
no satisfaction, to the reporter's supervising editor. And they would win. 
Call me if there's sti l l  no action . And rarely do I hear These students do some educating of their 
from that person again. They have to explain to critics why the paper s 
Newspapers do a much better job of covering the not be a blindfolded cheerleader for the unive 
news than explaining the "whys" of the profession to why a reporter simply doesn't write what a 
their readers. And those readers, sadly, have "told them to write," why a newspaper must 
somehow forgotten the First Amendment belongs to and question and double check government 
them, not their newspaper. levels. 
As we continue our celebration of Freedom of the · They also should, and do in the case of 
Campus Student Press ,Week, both the newspaper newspaper, admit their mistakes and correct th 
and the readers it serves have the chance to do a They also need your help.· The next time 
better job . comment to a friend you'd l ike to see more f 
You know the newspaper's function-to report the stories, more Greek news, more profiles, mo 
news fully,, fairly and accurately; to lead and depth stories or less of any of the above, don't 
challenge public opinion on the editorial page and to grumble. Call YOUR newspaper. 
provide a forum for comment and dissent; to be the Better yet, we're having an open house from 2 
public's representative at the Coucil on Academic p . m .  Friday . Why not give your freedom of the 
Affairs or the City Council meeting they can't attend . a little exercise? 
Your job-the reader-is just as weighty: To make -Mike Cordts is the editorial adviser 
sure your newspaper is responsive to your wants Eastern News. 
and needs; to take an interest in public affairs and 
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1cket sales f0r Cafferty 
elow 'break even' mark 
ELLE MUELLER 
editor 
Union Ticket Office has sold 
kets for Friday's John 
concert as · of Tuesday, 
Activities Director Anita 
aid. 
ticket sale information · for 
ticket outlets was available 
y, Craig said. 
ets are available weekdays 
e Union Ticket Office from 
to 3 p.m., at various other 
tlets, or at the door. 
ets are $6 for students and $8 
public, and students must 
their ID at the door to 
students from buying tickets 
n-students at the discount 
'g said. 
will be a separate ticket line 
ents , Craig said. 
t 3,000 tickets must be sold 
k for the University Board to 
eve n on the concert, Craig 
e past, concert funding has 
requested from the Ap­
ent Board, but been 
last time "was a year ago,. 
, it was denied," Craig said. 
year's financial  v ice  
t, Tammy Walker, said the 
was denied because of a 
referendum in which 
ts voted against having their 
bsidize concerts. 
ever, Craig said it is doubtful 
ncert funding would make a 
nt difference in the success 
rts at Eastern. 
estern (which has a -:oncert 
nanced through student fees) 
has many of thti same concerts as 
Eastern," Craig said, but frequently 
loses $25-30,000 a year. 
One problem in booking big acts 
that would have a better chance of 
drawing larger crowds to Eastern is  
the limited seating area available, 
Craig said, stressing that "it 's  more 
complicated than black and white." 
Another factor is that Eastern is 
not located in a highly populated 
area, Craig said. 
The concerts that Eastern 
typically makes money on are the 
Parents' Weekend shows and, 
surprisingly, country music con­
certs. 
Craig said country shows are well­
attended by people from the 
surrounding community much more 
than rock shows. 
''The profits from those shows 
(country) can go towards the rock 
shows," Craig said. 
"You can get more people to 
come to a Madonna concert,' ' but. 
successflil groups have priced 
themselves out of Eastern' s  range, 
Craig said. 
During the 1983-84 school year, 
the country acts The Oak Ridge 
Boys and Alabama performed, 
bringing a $4,000 profit. 
On Parents' Weekend of that 
year, The Lettermen and Steve 
Landesburg made just short of 
$16,000, but The Tubes and The 
Fixx lost $4,000 and $9,000, 
respectively, Craig said. 
Craig also said that last year The 
Producers lost money while Frankie 
Avalon (on Parents ' Weekend) 
made money. 
Council kills parking plan 
. By LARRY SMITH 
Staff writer 
Charleston's City Council voted 
down an amendment to an ordinance 
that would have permitted parking on 
the south side of Garfield Avenue 
between Tenth and Twelfth Streets. 
The amendment was proposed at the 
last regular council meeting when a 
petition signed by eight residents, was 
brought up by Mayor Murray Choate. 
At Tuesday night's meeting another 
petition was presented by Com­
missioner Wayne Lanman, signed by 
12 residents, that requested the or­
dinance not be amended. Citing dif­
ficulty for through traffic if there is 
parking on either side, the petition also 
stated that there is nowhere for 
pedestrians to walk. 
The council held a vote to put the 
ordina�ce on file for public inspection 
but it  was voted down and . the 
amendment killed. 
The council also approved a salary 
of $21,300 for the newly created 
position of Building and Zoning 
Enforcement Officer . 
The position was created by the 
council at its last regular meeting. 
Duties that fall under the new position 
include assisting in conducting surveys 
and layouts of properties, inspection of 
properties for compliance with city 
code and performing requested in­
spections of properties. 
In other business, the council passed 
a resolution authorizing bidding for 
chemicals for the waste water treat­
ment plant. The resolution stated that 
bidding would be more economical td 
the city. 
The council also proclai med 
February as Bust M.S .  month. The 
proclamation stated that Students 
Against M.S., a natinowide fun­
draising organization against Multiple 
Sclerosis, has come up with an in­
novative way for . fundraising· titled 
Rock-A-Like. 
According to the proclamation 
Rock-A-Like will be an event where 
students will participate in a lip-sync 
competition to raise money for M.S. 
Dates set for course withdrawal 
Any student wishing to drop a class 
and receive a "W" (withdraw) must do 
so by Wednesday, Samuel Taber, dean 
of academic services said. 
Taber said that a student must put a 
drop card in the slot outside the 
Registration Office in McAfee, then 
the student will receive a "W" for the 
<Class. 
"Students should keep thei r  -
academic advisers  informed," 
especially before dropping the class, , 
Taber added. 
Taber said the withdrawal will not 
appear on the-student's final semester 
grade report. 
The last day to withdraw with a 
passing grade (W IP) or withdraw with 
a failing grade (W IF) is March 21, 
Taber said. 
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1 If you like 'Ivory Grand,' We feel you will like . :. � 
.' zl 'LEVIATHAN,' first time TONITE at TED' s . 
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ROSES OF SIGMA TAU i 
r House 1820 9th St. 
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8 - midnight : 
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THE NAIL SALON 
sculptured procelain nails 
manicures (men & women) 
ELCOMES STUDENTS! 
Repair, Replace 
Reinforce your 
natural nails. 
Tips & Solar Nails 
also available. 
West Park Plaza 
(next to Hairbenders) 
345-4268 
I' ' ' r----\C Ip· n -save------, 
I 103off set of ! 
I 
• I Sculptured Nails l 
I plus a FREE bottle : 
1 of Nail Polish I . �----������·�:_s�---:1\ 
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7 ·/BLUE& GRAY' I I I 
NIGHT 
Anyone wearing Eastern's 
colors or who has a ticket 
. to tonight's game gets 
' : 
52.00 OFF 
Any Large Two Ingredient 
PIZZA Plus Two Large 
Cokes.' .. FREE 
I Sorry, Inside Only Please. 
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I 
I 
6 - .8 p . m .  
6 - 1 O p. m .  
6 : 30 - 8 p . m .  
6:30 p. m .  
8 - 1 0 p.m·. 
Make Your Own Button 
Craft Demonstration 
Marcella Ruble -Palm Reader 
"Eddie and the Cruisers" 
Computer Portraits 
l 
Featuring . . . 
Campus Talent · 
"Teen Wolf" Movie 
Comedians 
· Al Katz & Mike Toomey 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
· I  
9 - . 1 0 : 30 p. m. Musician-comedian 
Scott Jones 
' 
[ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6 - 9 p . m .  
6 - 1 0  p. m. 
I 9 - 1 o : 3o p. m .  
1. 
FREE Hostess Twinkies 
while supplies last 
F EE small popcorn with 
purchase of soda 
F ee cup of coffee or tea · . 
FREE check cashing 
Sale of selected 
clothing items 
Y2 price bowling & billiards 
2 pc. chicken nuggets . . . 59¢ 
Y2 lb . cheeseburger w/large 
fry & large drink . . . 2 . 49 
Check out .our other combo 
selections 
FREE popcorn 
• 
- - - - .. 
Bridge Lounge · 
Craft Depot . 
Bookstore Lounge 
Video Lounge 
Union Station 
Hardee's 
University Ballroom 
Grand Ballroom 
" 
Subway 
Sugar Shack 
Sugar Shack 
Club Car 
Check Cashing 
Bookstore 
Bowling Alley 
Hardee's 
Hardee's 
Subway 
I ALL A C TI VITI ES FREE UNLESS NOTED 0 TH ERWISE 
• 
I MAR11N W1HER ICINB. .... . lJNVERSITY UNON i.. . ' 
� -· .. - - - - - - - - - - - -
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udent Senate plans to 
us on voter registration 
campus, O'Mera said. 
Resident Assistants in each of the 
t government members are residence halls have been asked to post 
eligible voters as part of a plan notices alerti_ng students of the op­
se Eastern' s  student voter portunity to register to vote in Coles 
t at upcoming elections . County, O' Mera said. A list of in-
nate will discuss voter turnout terested students will then be submitted 
its meeting at 7 p.m.  Wed- to the registrars . 
in the Union addition Ar- - Registrars will also set up times for 
ola Room. students to register in the Union on 
t Senate Speaker Joe O' Mera several occasions . These opportunities 
the plan at the beginning of will be advertised to alert as many 
ter and said he hopes to students as possible, O' Mera said. 
hundreds of students by Feb. Dates have not been set. 
10 to 12 deputy registrars are 
g students throughout the 
In other business , student govern­
ment committees will give their first 
reports of the spring semester. 
ppy Hour set for Un ion 
Diversity Union is sponsoring 
appy Hour from 6 to 10 p.m.  
y.  
t Activities Director Anita 
· Union businesses will have 
hours and most will have 
of special promotion. 
said the Union set aside $5,000 
on this semester's Happy 
d that $4,200 has been spent, 
e of all the talent, the film 
etc . .  " 
ar Shack will be giving away 
and there will be half-price 
and billiards.  The bookstore 
have a sale . 
Comedians Al Katz and Mike 
Toomey will perform separate acts in 
the Grand Ballroom, and pianist­
comedian Scott Jones will perform in 
the Subway, she said. 
Palmist and astrologist Marcella 
Ruble will participate in the Happy 
Hour again this year,  Craig said . 
" She's so popular we just bring her 
back every year, "  and sometimes twice 
a year, "  Craig said . 
From 6 to 8 p .m.  in the bridge 
lounge, students can make their own 
buttons. The video "Eddie and the 
Cruisers" will be shown there. 
· 
Free computer portraits will also be 
available, as well as various other 
activities ,  Craig said . 
' Bears Fever' strikes city 
as Chicago fans celebrate 
CHICAGO (AP)-The mayor is 
issuing prescriptions for " Bears 
Fever, ' '  teddy bears are turning into 
airline tickets and a giant televisicm 
screen is replacing the Picasso 
sculpture as the biggest attraction in 
Daley Plaza. 
The City That Works is turning 
into the City That's  Nuts for the 
Chicago Bears . 
The Bears are gone but hardly 
forgotten as they train in New 
Orleans for Sunday' s  Super Bowl 
game against the New England 
Patriots . 
"We are overwhelmed with 
jubilance at the Bears celebrating he 
Super Bowl, "  said Chuck Burtell, 
23,  of suburban Harwood Heights, 
after he became one of 75 people 
Tuesday to win free roundtrip 
airline tickets to New Orleans next 
weekend. 
Trans World Airlines swapped 
the tickets in exchange for teddy 
bears, which the airline said it will 
give to charity. 
Michele Walton, 26, of Lake 
Zurich, stood in line all night to get 
a ticket, and had to trade her 16-
month-old daughter's teddy bear 
for one. 
" I  haven't told her yet , "  said 
Mrs . Walton. 
. Mayor Harold Washington issued 
guidelines for handling " Bears 
Fever" on a mock prescription pad 
Tuesday at a ceremony in Daley 
Plaza, which was · renamed Bears 
Plaza for the week . About 1 ,000 
Bears fans fooked on. 
Among the treatment is sitt ing i n  
bleac hers to watch repeated 
showings of Bears season highlights 
on the 20- by 30-foot screen set u p  in  
the plaza, and being photographed 
with life-size cardboard cutouts of 
the players. 
" Release your pent-up feelings by 
talking about the B e a r s , "  
Washington urged . " Social in­
teraction is vital to your health . "  
I n  other outbursts o f  Bear fever, 
Skokie Federal Savings took i n  $ 1 . 3 
million last week in deposits from i t s  
one-year Bear certificate of deposi t ,  
said Kevin Tynan, a marketing 
consultant who came up wit h the 
idea. 
Under the certificate; each point 
of the Bear victory margin is worth 
one-hundredth of a point in interest. 
So a Bear victory by 24 points 
means customers with the certificate 
would earn 8.25 percent normal 
interest,  plus 0 .24 percent , for a 
total of 8.49 percent. 
At a local auction house Sunday, 
pigskin was more coveted than 
porcelain.  
Bidding opened at  $200 for a 
football signed by the 1 %3 world 
champion Bears team. 
inar focuses on im proved learning experiences 
' 
Since most exciting learning happens outside of  
academic life, the good student will transfer those 
good experiences to his school work , Saltmarsh said . 
The second one is a " child-like state" in which the 
person is open to learning, Saltmarsh said . 
ts can learn how to turn bad learning ex­
into good ones by attending the Life Skills 
"Superlearning" at noon Wednesday in the 
dition Tuscola Room . 
· nar will be headed by Robert Saltmarsh of 
tional psychology department . 
sh said the _seminar will last about 50 
and will focus on what he likes to call 
states . "  
ce states, Saltmarsh explained , are "means 
to assemble optimal learning. 
person operates on different levels of 
· g," Saltmarsh said . Some of those levels 
, he said, but others interfere with the 
process .  
h said if a student is not interested in a 
· resource levels shrink. 
we want to do is expand our resources. A 
we make it hard by shrinking resources, "  
said .  
! !  
er $500 i_n Prizes 
ts $1 Drawing 3/7 /86 
luding: Trip for 2 
to Florida! 
U Can Drink 
9- 1 2  
Romans $2.50 
on-Romans $3. 00 
This can be done by " structuring" the resource 
states into three basic categories, Saltmarsh said . 
The first category is "visual , ' '  or what the person 
saw at the moment he learned something exciting. 
The second stage is · " hearing" what the person 
heard when he learned something exciting. 
The last stage is " how it felt , ' '  or as Saltmarsh 
said , " how you managed your body-were you 
writing or typing?" 
Saltmarsh said the seminar should help students 
expand their resources by focusing on six basic means 
of learning. 
The first state is " prestige, ' '  in which the person 
calls himself "stupid" because he didn't understand 
something . This causes his self-prestige to shrink. 
To counter that, Saltmarsh said students should 
learn to view the problem as anothc,. difficult 
situation that can be handled j ust as previous dif­
ficult situations have been handled. 
The third stage is  " dual plane, "  during which "the 
great book of learning is established at the un-
conscious level , "  Saltmarsh said . 
· 
The fourth stage is "intonation, ' :  in which the 
person can "dramatize" the situation and learn by 
using unconscious meanings . 
The fifth stage is " rhythm" in which information 
can still be absorbed by the brain, even though the 
person might not feel as if he is learning anything. 
Saltmarsh said an example of this would be when a 
person falls asleep while reading a book, but can still 
remember parts of what he read. 
The final stage is "concert-like passiveness, ' '  in 
which the person "sits back and soaks it (in­
formation) up, ' '  Saltmarsh said . 
"You open yourself to the information, ' '  Salt­
marsh said . 
These methods will help people to better expand 
their resources to gain exciting experiences, he said·. 
The seminar is free and open to the public . 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22nd 
6 - 10 p.in. 
AL KATZ 
and 
MIKE TOOMEY 
8 - 10 p.m.  
i n  the Union 
Grand Ballroom 
Al Katz 
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-Wednesday' s  
Digest 
TV 
3:05 p.m. 
5-Flinstones 
3:30 p.m. 
9-Mask 
1 0-Waltons 
1 2-Mister Rogers' Neigtr- . 
borhood 
1 5-She-Ra: Princess of 
Power 
38-Tranzor Z 
3:35 p.m. 
5-Brady Bunch 
4:00 p.m. 
2-Jeopardy! 
3-Quincy 
9-Transformers 
1 2-3-2- 1 Contact 
1 5-Diff'rent Strokes 
1 7-Love Connection 
38-1 Dream of J eannie 
4:05 p.m. 
5-Leave It To Beaver 
4:30 p.m. 
2-People's Court 
9-G.I .  Joe 
1 0-WKAP in Cincinnati 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 &-Jeffersons 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
38-Flying Nun 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Beverly Hil lbillies 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 0-News 
3-Newscope 
9-Good Times 
1 &-Jeopardy! 
1 7-People's Court 
38-Let's Make a Deal 
, 5:05 p.m. 
5-Andy Griffith 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Jeffersons 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
38-Perfect Match 
5:35 p.m. 
5-Carol Burnett and Friends 
ACROSS 
1 Room in a casa 
5 Masticate 
9 French female 
friends 
14 Armed Forces 
acronym 
15 Word with 
prim or tea 
16 Strong suit 
1 7  I l l .  race track 
1 9  Laissez- --
20 Presidential 
nickname 
21 First-rate 
22 Car component 
23 Cleft city 
25 Golf-drive 
disaster 
27 Designer 
Cassini 
29 Force oneself 
upon 
33 N . Y .  race 
track 
37 Depression 
meas . 
38 Chinese 
seaport 
39 Bard's  before 
40 Kin of a via 
4 1  Dad 's  retreat 
42 W .Va.  race 
track 
46 German bread 
48 Tibetan oxen 
49 Rancher's rope 
51 Rose high 
55 Meal 
58'Pro --
60 Silkworm 
61 Rosaceous 
' plant 
62 Mich. race 
track 
64 Tea type 
65 Swan genus 
66 Suit to --
67 Lock of hair 
68 Quaker 
William 
69 Small masses 
8:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3, 1 5, 1 7-News 
9-Bamey Miller 
1 0-Newlywed Game 
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer 
Newshour 
38-Entertainment Tonight 
8:05 p.m. 
5-Mary Tyler Moore 
8:30 p.m. 
2-�appy Days 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Bob Newhart 
1 0-Price is Right 
1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
1 7-Newlywed Game 
38-Three's Company 
8:35 p.m. 
Sanford and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-M issing U:  Have You 
Seen This Person? 
3 , 1 0-Mary 
9-Movfe: "All The 
President's Men . "  ( 1 976) 
Alan J .  Pakula's faithful ac­
count of the Watergate 
scandal as uncovered by 
reporters Bob Woodward and 
Carl Bernstein .  
1 2-Smithsonian World 
1 7  , 38-MacGyver 
7:05 p.m. 
5-NBA Basketball 
7:30 p.m. 
1 0-Foley Square 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Blacke's Magic 
3 ,  1 0-Crazy like A Fox 
1 2-Planet Earth 
1 7 , 3 8-Dynasty 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-St. Elsewhere 
3, 1 0-Equalizer 
1 2-AIDS: Profile of an 
Epidemic 
1 7  , 38-Hotel 
. Crossword 
9:20 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Track of the Cat."  
( 1 954) Talky mood piece 
about a farm family and its 
continuing pursuit of a 
predatory mountain lion. 
9:30 p.m. 
9-News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 O, 1 5, 1 7-News 
. 9-INN News 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twilight Zone 
· 1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Trapper John, M . D. 
1 0-T.J .  Hooker 
1 2-Movie: "Dark Victory. "  
( 1 939) Bette Davis gives a 
fine performance in a poignant 
study of a society girl with a 
brain tumor. 
1 7-WKAP in Cincinnati 
38-sanford and Son 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hart to Hart 
1 7-Nightline 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
9-Movie: "Tobruk. " ( 1 967) 
Exciting account of an ex­
pedition by Allied troops to 
destroy a Nazi fuel depot in 
the Sahara during World War 
I I .  
1 7-0ne Day At  A Time 
38-Nightline 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Movie: "Kill ing Stone,"  a 
1 97 8  TV-movie, follows a 
wrongly convicted man trying 
to pick up his l ife after prison. 
Midnight 
3-More Real People 
1 7-News 
DOWN 22 Punish, in a 43 Order, old 
1 Hindu term of 
respect 
2 Alert 
3 Kind of berth 
4 Hgt . 
5 Russ Columbo 
was one 
6 Al Hirt 's  
companion 
7 S laves of yore 
8 Sma' 
9 Acts upon 
10 Complainer 
1 1  Crocus , e .g.  
1 2 To be, in 
Toulon 
13 Prophet 
18 Selassie 
1 4  
1 7  
20 
23 
38 
41  
46 
61  
64 
67 
2 3 4 
way style 
24 Sluggish 44 Oriental 
26 Apt 45 Scandinavian 
28 Follows the toast 
reapers 47 S . A .  plains 
30 Golden-rule 50- Fanon 
word 52 Ranch in 
31 Ellen of stage Ferber's 
fame "Giant" 
32 Merit 53 Made a gaffe 
33 Temporary 54 Levees 
fashions 55 Carried away 
34 "-- a man 56 Always 
57 Lap dog, for 
35 Tot 's taboo short 
36 Railroad abbr. 59 Radi0-con-
40 " -,-, long way trolled bomb 
62 School dance 
42 Social ranks 63 Pussy foot 
10 1 1  12 1 3  
.. . . . .. . .  ' . . . ... . . .  ' ' . ' . .  ' . ' ,. ' 
0 
I i  t1J: .fiireServices Offered ... •..-.. ____ Fo_r_R_e_n_t 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Typeset or 
typewritten, quality papers, big 
selection, excellent service. 
PATION QUIK PAINT West 
Park Plaza. 345-633 1 . 
________1 /00 
DJ FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
CALL JEFF. 581 -2038. 
--------1 /2 2  
Typin·g-word processing 
service:  resumes, term 
papers, etc . Call  " M y  
Secretary" 345· 1 1 50. 
-.,... ___________ 1 /24 
GUITAR LESSONS NOW 
O F F E R E D .  B E G I N ·  
N I N G - M A Y B E  I N -
TERMEDIATE-LET'S TALK. 
FOLK AND POP STYLES. 
TOM-58 1 -5775.  
________ 1 /24 
Rides/Riders 
Ride needed to Oak Lawn (or 
Lincoln Mall) on 1 ·24. Call 
Terri at 345· 7 439. 
________ 1 /2 3 ft Roommates 
Subleaser needed, 1 00· 
month , modem apt, close to 
campus, low utilities. Call 345· 
9253 or 345-2 7 7 7 .  
2/1 4 
For Rent  
Male SubJeaser for Spring 
and on Summer. Rent $80 . 
345- 7 5 2 5 .  
________ 1 /2 2  
Married Housing Cramp your 
style? Apartment for rent. Giant 
bedroom, large living room, full 
kithcen and bath. Heat.cable,  
and garbage paid.  $245.  
month 1 block west of square. 
Call Damian . 348-8857 . 
______ c-MWF 1 /29 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
NEEDED NOW, $75,  NICE 
HOUSE, OWN ROOM , CALL 
JULIE 345- 1 482 . 
_________ 1 /24 
2 Bedroom apartment for 
rent lease. Deposit- no pets. 
345-9606.  
_________ 1 /24 
For  Rent: 3Br house, 9 1 2 
Division , Charleston, partially 
furnished, has large kitchen, 
large backyard. Avai l .  Fall  86, 
Females only. 948-53 1 8 ,  after 
5 p. m .  
_________ 1 /24 
S u m m e r  .S u b l e a s e r ( s )  
needed for nice, one bedroom 
apartment located one block 
from campus, on 7th Street. 
Call 345- 1 694.  
_________ ,2/3 
Spacious 4 Room Apt. 
$ 2 1 5 . 00 a month , all utilities 
included . Call 3.<1 5- 1 1 98 .  
_________1 /23 
M o d e r n  two b e d room 
apartment. Rent payed through 
January . Low utilities, quiet 
neighbors. Call for information . 
2 0 1 0 1 1 th .  345- 5 7 9 2 .  
________1 /2 7  
S IJM M E R  A N D  F A L L  
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
NOW. Several good locations. 
Phone 345-7 7  46. 
_________ 1 /00 
Summer and fall, 2 bedroom 
furnished. Heritage Woods 
location . Wil l  be newly 
redecorated; 4 people. Year 
lease. 348-77 46. 
-�------1 100 
FURNISHED HOUSE TWO 
SEPARATE BEDROOMS , 
TWO MALE- ROOMMATES 
REQUESTED ,  CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS, $ 1 40 per person 
per month. RON TARVIN 2 1 7· 
345-3 1 00 ,  TOM MALAY 2 1 7· 
348-8729. 
________ 1 /24 
PINETREE APT. SUBLEASE 
AVAIL. NOW. CALL 348· 
7629.  
________ 1 /30 
3 bedroom house, close to 
campus , has 2 rooms open for 
2 girls. Prefer upperlevel 
students or grads. Ph 345· 
3232 days. 
________ 1 /00 
3 bedroom house for 3 
students avai lable spring 
semester 1 block to campus. 
RENTAL SERVICES 345· 
3 1 00. 
________ 1 /28 
Rooms for girls. Large nice 
home 1 Y2 blocks from campus, 
summer & '86-'87 school year. 
348- 1 654 after 4 .  
________ 1 /29 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
available now. Phone 348-
7746.  
________ 1 /00 
��----------f<_)_r _S_aI_e 
Poodles, apricot miniature, 
two males, quality pedigree, 
valentine pups, $ 1 50. , Call 
345-5294 
________ \ 1 /22 
FOR SALE : 1 00 watt 
Yamaha Amp with 4 x 1 2 
speakers Best offer. Call Jim 
348- 1 0 7 2 .  
_________ 1 /2 4  
For Sale,  Two TRS-80·1 1 1 , 
programs, cobol and fortran. 
345-6666. 
------�- 1 /2 2  
Commodore 6 4  computer & 
printer. Asking $500 or best 
offer. Call 235-6286 after 
5 : 30 .  
________ 1 /2 4  
WATERBED-King with. 6 
drawer pedestal. Wave control 
mattress. $540 value. Best 
reasonable offer. Dirk 5653. 
________ 1 /24 
E L E C T R I C  P O R T A B L E  
TYPEWRITER . A S  GOOD AS 
NEW. ERASER KEY. $ 1 45.  
CALL 58 1 -2329.  
_________ 1 /2 4  
J . V . C .  INTEGRATED AM· 
PLIFER, INEXPENSIVE . 345· 
9503 AFTER NOON KEEP 
TRYING. 
-=--------1 /2 7  
Traynor 80 watt Bass Amp, 
Mint condition , $ 1 00. SHURE 
SM 5 7  Mic, $50.  348-5 5 2 7 .  
________1 /24 
Canon AP300 E 
Typewriter. Four daisy 
weals and Supplies I 
Like new cond. 
$350.00. 345-79881 
p . m . 
a:Cl A nnounctm 
Pregnant? Need 
Birthright cares. Free 
348-855 1 Mon.· Thurs. 
a .m.- 5 : 00 p.m. Fri. 9:00 
1 2 :00 p. m .  
______ .c-
A�A is running a f 
trip for two to 
Beach/Spring Break. 
Support AMA by pure 
raffle ticket from 
member. If any AMA 
needs more tickets call J 
345- 7 1 43. 
_1 /22 , 24 , 2 7 , 29,31 , 
G OV E R N M E N T  J 
$ 1 6 , 040 . $59, 230 yr. 
Hiring. Call 805-687 
Ext. R-9997 ,  for 
federal list. 
______ c/W, 
CHICAGO BEARS F 
LET'S CLELBRATE 
U NB E LI EVABLE SE 
THIS THURSDAY AT 
STAIRS ROC'S AND 
SHUFFLE! ! ! !  
S I G M A  C H I  FO 
S M O K E R  (jacket & 
TONIGHT AT 8 :00 AT 
HOUSE. 
All Business Majors 
Business Majors are i 
Delta Sigma Pi 's 
recruitment activities, 
Jan . 1 5- Jan . 23. C 
and see what our ou 
c h apter has to 
For more information 
table in the Union 
Tuesday-Thursday fr 
a. m . ·  2 p . m .  
Come have a lot of flJ! 
TKE House tonight 
little Sisters. We' l l  
and drink and show 
we're the World's 
fraternity· 1 429 7th S 
ATTE NTION BU 
MAJORS and MINORS · 
the last day of the 
Advancement of Ma 
Membership Drive. L 
in Coleman Hall NW s 
a. m . · 3 p. m .  
ROMANS PARTY! 
nesday at Page One. 
All-U· CAN·DRINK, 
$ . 2 5  beers . Romans 
Non-Romans $3. 00. 
ROMAN RAFFLE! 0 
IN PRIZES! TICK 
Drawing in early March! 
Sig Tau Gamma 
class, thanks so much 
$ 1  00 donation 
Multiple Sclerosis ( 
appreciate your su 
generosity. SAMS. 
-campus clips 
Delta Sigma Pl will have a table set up in the· 
Union Lobby Wed . ,  Jan . 22 and Thur. , Jan . 23 
from 1 0:00 a. m . - 2 : 00 p.m. for information on 
· Recruitment activities. 
Psi Chi Packets for new members can be 
picked up in the Psychology Office( Rm. 1 1 9 in 
the Science Building . 
Psi Chi will be having a Psi Chi Day on 
January 2 3 ,  - in the Psychology lounge-Science 
Building . Come on in and see what we're all 
about! . 
S t u d e n t  H o m e  E c o n o m i c s  
Association/Family Services will have a 
meeting Wed. , January 22 at 5 : 4 5  p . m .  in the 
ASB, Room 1 1 0 .  The speaker will be Nance 
Southworth. 
Psi Chi will have a meeting Wed . ,  January 22 
at  6 : 00 p . m .  in the Kansas Room-University 
Union .  Volleyball game with faculty at Lantz. All 
old & new members welcome! . 
Christian Campus Fellowship will have a 
Fellowship meeting Wed . ,  January 22 from 
7 :00-8 :30 p . m .  at the Campus House- 2 2 3 1  4th 
Street. Call 345-6990 for details. The message 
will be on dating relationships. 
Alpha Phi Omega will have an informational 
meeting Wed. January 22 at 7 : 00 p m . in LS 
' ' ' ' '  ' t  
2 0 1 . Everyone Welcome! Come see 
is al l about. 
Sociology Club & Alpha Kappa Delll 
having a Book Sale Wed. , January 22, 
on the 2nd floor stairwell of Coleman 
hard back, 1 0¢ paperback. 
Pre-Law Club will have a meeti 
January 22 at 3:00 p . m .  in Coleman 
203. New members welcomed. 
Campus Clips are published daily, 
charge, as a public service to the cam 
should be submitted to The Daily East 
office by noon one business day before, 
be published (or date of event). I 
should include event, name of 
organization (spelled. out - no Gr 
abbreviations) , date, time and place 
plus any other pertinent information. 
phone number of submitter must be 
Clips containing conflicting or con 
formation will not be run if submitter 
contacted. Clips will be edited for 
available. Clips submitted after noon of 
day cannot be guaranteed publication 
be run one day only for any event No 
be taken by phone 
Wednesday's 
. Classified ads Report errors lmrnedletely ..t 511·2812. A correct 1d will lppe9r In the next edition. Uni... notified, we C9nnot be reaponslble for en Incorrect 1d 1fter Its first Insertion. Deadllne 2 p.m. previous dly. 9A 
<J AnnoW\cemen1s '�-'. A nnounc�m�nts <} A nnounc� m � n t s  <J} A nnouncf' m � nt s  �\ A nnoW\c�m �n.1s 
I Spring Basket 
wing with 
! only $9.95 
a Sreath! and Re­
Noble's Flower 
1007 .  
interested i n  
for the upcoming 
Concert, there 
meeting Thursday, 
at 7 :30p.m. in the 
room. If you 
, please call 581 • 
Activities) and 
_____ 1 /22 
9 p.m. come and 
es and their little 
the TKE house. 
for rides and info 
2. 
1 /2 
-"'RA=-=F=FL-=E-! -:0:-:-VER 
ES INCLUDING: 
2 to DAYTONA. 
1 at THE ROMANS 
g Mar. 7 .  
Organizational 
y Jan . 23 at 
Union walkway. AU 
ll1d anyone in· 
attend . 
helping people? 
Never been in a tanning bed? 
Come to THE TOODYWINKLE 
TRIO· your most convient 
salon for a free 1 5 minute 
tanning session. Offer expires 
Feb. 2. Located in the 
University Village. 348-58 1 2 . ------�-1 123 
Fraternity is a word meaning 
a group of friends. The TKE's 
are getting together tonite and 
invite you to come and meet ou 
fantastic Little Sisters. Starts at 
9 p.m.  
________ 1 /22 
TONIGHT: Formal smoker 
with Sigma Nu and the Ladies 
of Phi Sigma Sigma- .a p . m . ·  1 5 
Hampton Regency. 
________ 1 /2 2  
TO THE MEN O F  SIGMA Pl:  
Keep up the great job with 
Rush· I know you'll be as 
successful as always! I'm 
looking forward to more fun 
times with you guys this 
s e m e s t e r !  Lov e ,  y o u r  
sweetheart, Sue. P.S.  Good 
luck, Sig Pi Basketball !  
___ _,_ ____ 1 /2 2  
A l p h a P h i  O m e g a ·  
Leadersh ij) ,  Friendship ,  
Service, Gome See what we 
are about. Wed. Jan. 2 2 . LS 
201 · 7 :00. 
________ 1 /2 2  Pl OMEGA, 
Fraternity. For Put yourself a step ahead of 
Michelle 58 1 · the rest, with Delta Sigma Pi 
348-0749. P r o fe s s i o n al B u s i n e s s  
____ 1 /24 Fraternity .  · Come to our 
B I R T H  D A  y "Formal Speaker" Thursday at 
only s 1 8.50. The 7 :00 p .m.  in the Union Gallery 
h and find out why. For more to 8 ow you information call Rick 348· Noble's Flower 076 1 or Chris 58 1 ·5533. Or from the Post come to the table in the Union. 1007.  1 /23 1 /2 7  
-F°"E'""ET"'"?'."'"-o:'.Tarble Rugby Club· Organizational 
5"op has hand meeting-Thursday Jan . 23 at 
ll1d slipper socks 7 : 30 in the Union walkway. AU 
feet toasty warm. members and anyone in-terested should attend. 30 and $5 .75 .  1 123 _____ 1 /23 
someone who Attention AMA Members: 
Cheer them up Anyone who is still interested 
,me up bouquet in going to St. Louis on Friday . Noble's Flower . Feb. 28,  please trun in your 
7 .  money b y  Friday Jan.  24 t o  Dr. 
ess, young 
in adopting 
you know of 
·ng placing a 
n, please call 
309· 699-6337 
• M .  Privacy 
Weller's office 320 Coleman 
Hal l .  Make a check out to AMA 
for $ 2 2 for the trip cost. Any 
Questions call Mary Alm at 
345- 1 2 1 8 . on Tuesday & 
Thursday afternoons. 
________ 1 /24 
SIGMA C H !  FORMAL 
SMOKER (Jacket & tie) 
TONIGHT AT 8:00 AT THE 
HOUSE. 
________ 1 /22 
SIGMA CHI'S· We had a 
FANTASTIC time Friday. Gotta 
love those boatraces! Love, 
THE ALPHA GAMS. 
________ 1 /22 
Join the Men of  Sigma Nu 
and the Ladies of  Phi  Sigma 
Sigma fr a Formal Smoker· 
Tonight-8 p . m . ·  1 5  Hampton in 
Regency. 
________ 1 /22 
SIG TAUS!  We has a blast! 
Lets do it again soon. Love the 
Alpha Phis. · ---�----1 /22 
SIG KAPS: Thanks for giving 
our Rush week a big send off. 
We are ready to function again 
soon . The Sig Nus. 
________ 1 /2 2  
SUPER BOWL PARTY ! ! !  
A L L  B E A R S  F A N S  
WELCOM E ! ! !  THU RSDAY 
8 :00 P.M .  ON THE TOP OF 
THE AOC! ! ! !  BEER SPECIALS 
ALL NIGHT LONG! ! !  
________ 1 /23 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA: The Sig 
Nu's can't wait until tonight. 
________1 /22 
·fti'wAu&)tiO!!!!! Cllffl!IOMNlil� 
AMA 4 o'clock club Friday 
Jan. 24 at Jerry's Pub ( Below 
Caesar's). AMA members drink 
for freel l !  
________ 1 /24 
· PHI SIGS: Thanks for the 
function guys ! !  love the A· 
PHIS. 
1 /22 _C_H_l...,..C
-
AG...,..O.,,.._B-,EA=-=R:--::S-.,,-B�LACK· 
N·BLUES BROTHERS posters 
for sale. $2.00 call 579 1 . 
________1 /2 8  
Traynor 80 watt Bass Amp, 
Mint condition, $ 1 00. SHURE 
SM57 Mic, $50. 348-5527. 
_______ 1 /24. 
HAVE A BLAST WITH 
RECREATIONAL BONES SAT. 
NITE AT PAGE 1 ! 
________ 1 122 
"Debbie (Spakowski) Does 
Dolton"· Thanks for the great 
weekend.·"Carol Captivates 
Cal City" 
________ 1 /2 2  
SIGMA N U ·  You know we 
are the newest. Come find out 
why we are the best. 
_________ 1 122 
PANHEL LEG'S CONTEST 
Vote in the Union walkway. 
today and tomorrow. Votes $. 1 
________1 /22 
Please come to the TKE 
House and enjoy food and 
drink with us and the Little 
Sisters. 
________ 1 /2 2  
A "CANDY BALLOON-A· 
GRAM . "  DELIVERED $6 .99. 
Up Up & Away. 345·9462 .  
________1 /23 
BRING MONEY 
BAKE SALE I N  
TOMORROW. 
FOR THE 
BUZZARD 
________ 1 /22 
Tropical Tanning: Students 
tan for $3.55,  201 Richmond 
East, Mattoon. 234· 7 1 4 1 . 
________ 1 /00 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
I M/SS 
CllmR 
JOHN. 
\ 
1 - z. i  
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Stretch your dollars 
with 
The Daily Eastern News Classified Ads !  
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l OA ednesday, January 22, 1986 
ABORTION: THE UL TIMA TE CHILD ABUS 
WHAT IS NEXT I 
AMERICAN WAR tASCALTIES 
Eacll ..-....n .._ ... 25,000 people killed. 
Tiit - .....ides repnsenl all Ameri<an combal 
ood combot•nlalod dnlhs. 
· R�olutionary War 
(23,ll•l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  t 
Civil War 
1•98,ll2J . . .  
WW I ( I  16.l l 6l . . . . 
WW II (l<l . 108) 
t t tt t t t t t t 
t t t t t t t t t t 
t t t t i 
t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t  
t t  
Ko«an (l4,2'6J . . . t t 
Vietnam (S6,'5S) . t t 
Ov1H 1 7 ,000,000 killed by - .+ t t  t t t t t t t  ' 
- aa of JllrlUOry l S86. M 
t t t t t t t t t t ex� of 1 ,000,000 more 
.,._,.. ""'""'Y. The u.s. 
t t t t t t t t t t Supremo Court legalized 
abort""1 on 22 JanuMy 1 973 
t t t t t t t t t t 
, . . .. ,,,.,,w 
Euthanasia: To purposely speed 
or cause death when it's " in the b 
interest" of the patient. It 's done 
or without the patient's consent, b 
lethal injection , suffocation , or by 
giving the basic and ordin 
treatment that would routinely 
offered . It also includes withhold' 
food and water to "allow" a patient 
d ie .  Some harmless and even no 
sounding terms commonly used 
"right to die" and "mercy ki l l ing . "  
Euthanasia should not b e  confu 
with the term "death with d igni  
which means allowing a terminally 
patient to die naturally . 
We sometimes put our dogs and 
"to sleep" when the cost of trea · 
them outweighs their value to us, 
can we measure human l ife on t 
same scale? U nfortunately ,  it is bei 
done .  
t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t tt t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t tt 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
t t tt t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
Open se����1 d�c 1 ared ,Janu����-.22 . 1 973 
Sy the !J . s .  ?..u?.rei::e Court ·�' � 
t S111iwKs ..:ompdtd by Barbara Sykn, Rtwar\':h Analy\I, ( l Na.tonal R11h1 10 Lire Comm., Inc. _ __ 
- ---- -. -· - -- � - - -
"Every 2 1  seconds a baby is aborted. 1 7 1  abortions are 
done every hour, 4, 1 ob e very day, 29, 000 every week, 
and 1 2 5, 000 e very month. " 
'>' 
1 
"Which is better to remember: 'I 
ga ve my baby to a loving couple, 
because I love him/her. ' OR 'I 
selfishly ended my baby 's life. '? 
- Right To Life Crusade, Inc. 
Over Population Is A Myth : 
"Al l  the people in the world could be 
put into the state of Texas, forming 
one giant city with the population 
density less than that of many 
existing cities · and leaving the rest of 
the world empty . "  
- Francis P .  F e  rice 
Biologist 
It seems preposterously absurd , but 
work it out for yourself and you wil l · 
f ind it is true .  
"To m e  the nations with legalized 
abortion are the poorest nations. The 
great destroyer of peace today is the 
crime against the innocent unborn 
child. " 
"Abortion is a crime that kills not only 
the child, but the conscience of all 
involved. " 
- Mother Teresa of Calcutta, 
A warded the Nobel Peace Prize, 
1 9 79 
"If he is not alive, 
why is he growing? 
If he is not a human being, 
what kind of being is he? 
If he is not a child 
' why is he sucking his thumb?· 
- Effingham Daily News 
ENDA NGERED SPECIES. I 
"It all seems so wrong, " I said to myself, "someone ought 
do something about this!" Then I realized, I am somebody. 
- Anonym 
Tonight: Prayer Service for the Unbor 
Newman Center, 9th and Lincoln, 7: 
Next Week: Learn more about the issue by viewing Sii 
Scream Tuesday, January 28, 7:00. Buzzard Audltorlu 
Question and a nswer sessions will fol low. 
In your spare time: Volunteer your time, energy a 
dollars. Call  Birthright 348-8551 . 
I. If he is a living, human child, why is it legal to kill him?" A lways: Have ,the courage to speak out against - Anonymous madness. Write your Congressmen. 
�� . . .... ....................................  s.p.bn•s•o•re•d•b•y•E•l•U•s•tu•d•e•n•m•f•or•L•l•FE--� ................................. ... 
bration '86 
uts pla n ned 
for students interested in  auditioning 
in a performance scheduled for 
weekend will be at 7 p.m. Wednesday in 
of McAfee. 
minute art performance will be in the 
e Arts Theater Center during Celebration 
· 25-26, art instructor Deborah La Grasse 
ormance, titled "The Audience," is a 
ment by 'the audience' in a time frame 
tes appropriate social behavior of the 
t, and future, La Grasse said. 
use of perception, - symbolism and reac� 
Grasse said, "I wish to trigger the un­
importance to the psychology of making 
ormance will involve elaborate costumes 
be made of stainless steel,' ' she said. 
16mm filming, a slide projection, dramatic 
and choreographed movements. The · 
will be videotaped by EIU's Radio-TV 
La Grasse said. 
show of a combination of many different 
such as music, sculpture and theater. We 
le who are interested in helping out, 
those in the art fields,' '  said La Grasse. 
ormance requires 8 to 10 students for a 
ew, four stage technicians, two per-
• and one violinist . 
tion is a good way show a combination of 
get a number of people from different 
her to work in a disciplinary way," La 
students may also contact La Grasse in 
of Buzzard Building. 
Wednesday, January 2 2 ,  1 986 1 1 A 
Rives ________ ----lfrom page 1 
would not be effected. 
' 'What I intended to communicate was that the 
facility (Radio-TV Center) will be a facility for 
academic training purposes available to all depart­
ments in this institution. "  Rives said. 
He said the proposal does not mean a change in the 
director, currently John Beabout, but only to whom 
that person reports. 
Currently Daniel Thornburgh, university relations 
director, oversees Beabout and operations within the 
center. Under Rives' proposal the center will be 
overseen through the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs' office. 
Beabout said he knew of the proposal, and that it 
has been in the planning stage "for several years. ' '  
One question raised at  the meeting was whether the 
change would result in a loss of some of Beabout's  
power. 
However, Beabout said, "I don't believe this will 
happen. It's more of a change of whol report to." 
He also said he would like to, and will probably 
have to, increase his budget and staff to keep up with 
the added responsibility of the laboratory use of the 
center. , 
"So far we've handled everything that has been 
asked of us. If we find this increasingly difficult to 
achieve we will have to (expand)," Beabout said. 
Rives said he left the meeting with a better un­
derstanding of some of the problems the change 
could cause and invited senate members to speak 
further with him on: the issue some time within the 
next two weeks. 
The senate also discussed a reallocation of budget 
funds from their travel expenses to student help and 
contractual services. 
The reallocations, along with an addi t ional 
equipment request of $ 1 ,049, were submitted by 
senate chair Jayne Ozier to Rives's office Monday 
with approval still pending. 
Warm _________from page1 
Superintendent for the Charleston area. 
The use of energy is measured in "degree days," 
he said, defining a degree day as twice the difference 
between the outdoor temperature and the 60-degree 
marker. For example, if weather outside is 55 
Fahrenheit, it  equals 10 degree days. 
Measurements for January have not been compiled 
yet, but in 1985 the first month of the year registered 
1,437 degree days, Spear said. But this year, he said, 
the January degree-day tally will probably be con­
siderably lower. 
While this January fares well in comparison to last 
year's, Spear said this past December was worse than 
last winter with 1 , 340 degree days compared to 899 
degree days one year earlier. 
While the weather in December wasn't much to 
smile at, the rest of the winter will be mild, according 
to Wise. 
The fluctuating weather makes "one guess as good 
as another," Wise said. But with fingers crossed, he 
hinted that we can hope for a balmy spring . 
According to Associated Press reports, in Peoria, 
warm weather has freed moisture that had been 
locked frozen into the slopes of the Illinois River ' s  
basin, and a river expert said Tuesday that the 
January thaw may ease the potential for spring 
flooding. 
"The spring floods we have on the Illinos are 
usually due to rains, not snowmelt or icemelt," said 
Angelo Zerbonia, chief of the U.S. Corps of 
Engineers' Peoria lock and dam. 
"But a quick thaw when the ground is saturated 
adds to the whole problem, so the situation right now 
won ' t  hur t  us .  Thi� ' " "uary thaw is letting some of 
the water i n  the topsoi l  loose, and letting it go into 
the river _ "  
SIGMA NU 
Explore The Possibilities 
ONIGHT: FORMAL SMOKER 
with the Ladies of 
SPRING , 
BREAK 86 
ROC K WITH US TO DAYTO N A ! ! Ph i Sigma Sigma 
- 8 p .  m .  - call for location 
581-5075 , 345-466 1 ,  or 348-8793 
N;._ THE FUTURE BEGINS NOW 
•• • • • • • • • • • Clip & Save • • • • • • •• ••••• -.  
� 
I 
ALPHA 
PHI , 
OMEGA 
. . . at you� service 
* Come see what our COED 
VICE FRATERNITY is all about. 
* Wed. , Jan . 22 . .  . info meeting 
7 : 00 . Life Science 20 1 
-or-
* Thurs . , Jan . 23 . .  . info meeting 
7 : 00 . Life Science- 30 1 .  
• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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-a· 
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For more info call. • 
helle 581 -333�_pr J{ajhy 348-0749. J •••••••••••iClip & Save•••••• •••- • • -
DAYTONA PLAZA HOTEL PACKAGES - AVAILABLE THROUGH US! 
Stay where You Want, 
not where some 'tour Company tells you to : 
Take Your Chokes - Not Your Chances 
* No Hidden Charges 
all prices include all taxes . 
* Room Only and 
Bus only Available 
From $ 99 . 95 * 
Without Transportation 
From $ 209 . 95 * 
With Transportation 
TRIP INCLUDES: 
• Your choice of Ocean Front Hotels 
• Accommodations for 7 nights and 8 days 
• Tranaportatlon by Motorcoacb 
I 
• Optional Disney World trip 
" Discount coupon book good at local bars and shops 
• � optional slghtseetng tours 
• Transportation available to all parts of the beach -
Day and Night 
No hidden costs or taxes 
Compare and see what your getting • 
you get what you Pay for_ 
Limited Accomodations 
o..,pu• Tra¥81 lnlemallonal 
lhittona lleaoh, Florid.I 
�-4454 
Call 
CONTACT 
Spring Break Fever 
CATCH IT 
Be where the action is 
-·· -
MAGGIE 345-1198 ·  
OR 
-
BRIAN 581-5884 
.•. 
Bears fever! 
Bear fans are suddenly coming out of the woodwork and Eastern's campus 
is no exception. Residents of Lawson Hall show their affection for William 
" Refrigerator" Perry by decoratir:ig their window. 
. . . . . ....-1 
Keeping ree Presses 
F ee 
,., 
� 
i 
lei 
� ·  
"The highest mission of the '  press is to render public 
service. It does this by publishing the news and by 
speaking the truth 'fearle sly in regard ,1 to current ; 
events. ' '  - r1 , 
. ' -Jo�9pfr Pulitzer 
New York World 
J _, pct. 3, 1 886 • '..£'/ . ,,,.,\ 
\ 
.. . :-.����-��-��r.ill��·:-..:1��-� 
The Dall 
SIGMA CHI 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
YOU 'LL FIND 
/T HERE 
· Our three-year and 
two-year scholarships wo 
make college easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
Even if you didn't  start college o 
scholarship you could finish on one . 
ROTC scholarships pay for full tuition 
allowarices for educational fees 
textbooks . Along with up to $ 1 ,000 a y 
G�t all the facts .  BE ALL YOU CAN B 
Any questions ,  contact 
Captain Miller at 58 1 -5944 
Wednesday' s  
Soorts 
a Th e Da i ly E�ste rn News 
stern , Cleveland bri ng 
AMCU marks to match up  
VERDUN 
eports editor 
place will be on the line in the AMCU-8 
ce when Eastern and Cleveland State clash 
.m. Wednesday in Lantz Gym. 
teams enter the contest with 4-0 conference 
' 
, 1 2-4, tipped Southwest Missouri 68-67 
while Cleveland State downed Western 
53 in AMCU games . 
big game at this point," Eastern coach Rick 
said. " But, it ' s  not a crucial game because 
rly in the conference season . ' ' 
others ' primary concern will be slowing 
high-powered Cleveland State fast-break 
offense that leads Division-I in scoring .  
ikings , 14-2, average 94 points per cont�st . 
ed North Carolina is second at 93 .2  pomts 
'
nd State's only losses th is  season have come 
nds of No . 6 M ichigan ( 1 05-85) and Ohio 
95) .  
ikings ran past DePaul 90-75 Jan.  1 5  to 
'Only the t h ird team to win i t s  first v is i t  to the 
t Horizo n .  
attempt to  combat the  Vik ings' t ransi t ion 
muels plans to slow the game down " i n  
tua t ions . "  
ould defin i tely b e  t o  our benefi t  t o  get in to  a 
rt game , " Samuels said . 
ls also poin ted out that Cleveland S tate 
topped on the  offensi ve boards for Eastern 
e Vik ings down.  
get a lo t  of second and th i rd shots because 
ir t rans i t ion game their  opponents don ' t  
e t  back and set-up defensively , "  Samuels 
ively , the Panthers wi l l  have to contend wi
_
th 
State's full-court pressure that fuels its 
offense.  
may look with a three-guard (offensive) 
tion, "  Samuels said .  
h an offense is used by Eastern, 6-foot-2 
Jay Taylor will likely be the third guard 
to help break the Viking press . 
igh school I was an off-guard , but I like 
point  guard now because I ' ve adjusted to it , " "d . 
going to be up to me and (starting point 
orm (Evans) to perform very well against 
State's pressure (because) they hustle a lot 
, " Taylor said.  
s Jon Coll ins·, · Doug Crook and Kevin 
h will comprise the nudeus of the Eastern 
and Crook have both been slowed by 
d illness of late . Collins has a groin pul l ,  
k has been bothered by the flu . 
orth, however , has picked up much of the 
ly . 
.foot , 280-pound center shot 11-of- 1 3  from 
against Southwest Missouri, which followed 
- 1 6  outing Saturday against Wisconsin-
y. 
k this way, there should be no reason I 
miss a shot that close, unless somebody 
shot ,"  Duckworth said. "Plus, everything 
'ell; I'm feeling good when I shoot . ' '  
d State is led b y  the all-AMCU forward 
'on of Clinton Smith and Clinton Ransey. 
de 
njury 
forward Dave Vance has been 
for Wednesday's game with Cleveland 
probably for three weeks with a stress 
his foot. 
see page 28 
PAUL KLATT I Stall Photographer 
Eastern 's  Jay Taylor seems stuck in between two 
Wisconsin-Green Bay defenders . Taylor wi ll be 
seeing lots of action in Wednesday's game against 
Cleveland State because of the use of a three-guard 
offense, and the Vikings' pressure defense. 
Jay's . plans g iveaways 
Wednesday' s  first-place battle between Eastern 
and Cleveland State will also be " Residence Hall 
Night" in Lantz Gym. . 
To mark the event, Jay ' s  Potato Chips has planned 
several pre-game giveaways.  · 
Porn-pons will be given away to the first 5 ,000 
spectators and 2,500 bags of potato chips will handed 
out prior to the game. 
In addition, two tickets will be drawn for a year' s  
supply o f  Jay's  Potato Chips and snacks.  
Eastern coach Rick Samuels i s  expecting a large 
home crowd for the contest.  
"A big home crowd has an affect in any game," 
Samuels said . "A crowd can become a intimidating 
factor and create a big deal of momentum. ' '  
-Dan Verdun ·  
Smith averages l 7 .6  points and leads the Vikings in 
steals with 35. Ransey chips in a 14. 5  points-per­
game average and 33 thefts .  
Freshman Ken McFadden rounds out the Vikings' 
double-figure scorers with a 13 .7  average. 
Center Eric Mudd (8 .2 rebounds per game) and 
guard Eddie Bryant (33 steals) also play key roles in 
Cleveland State's  success.  
. Mango Speaks 
Chicago Bears' defensive lineman Steve 
McMichael talks about his knee injury, his being 
cut by the Patriots and the Bears' chances. 
see page 3B 
Section B, 8 Pa ,� ., 
Fourth and long: 
, Je f f  Long 
It wi l l  be cham p 
vs. chal lenger in  
AMCU showdown 
Here w e  sit, the third week of January, and all 
we' re hearing about is Super Bowl.  Super Bears . 
Super Patriots . Super Hype. Super . . .  . That goes with the territory, of course, smce the 
Bears have never taken the fabled trip before. 
They' ve commanded fans and media into .a loyal 
following, which is immeasurable in terms of 
newsprint with Super Bowl lingo . 
Seemingly lost in the ' shuffle '  has been that sport 
of amateur highlight films , college basketball . While . 
':'"If f . 1 t  u s u a l l y * d o m i n a t e s  t h e  
headlines this time 
o f  y e a r , i t ' s  
temporarily taken 
second  s e a t - a  
v i c t i m  o f  c i r -
cumstance. 
That won ' t  be  
the  ca se  come 
Wednesday eveni­
ng,  at  least  locally , 
when Eastern hosts 
Cleveland State in  
a game that has the 
earmarks of being a perfect warm-up for Super 
Sunday . 
Not trying to sound like Dick Vitale,  but it will be a 
mid-season dandy. I f  ever the Association of Mid­
Contininent Universities has had reason to showcase, 
this is it .  At ' 14-2, Cleveland State, the champion. 
Eastern Illinois, at 12-4, the challenger. 
"Obviously it 's  a game with great appeal against a 
team of national stature," said Panther floor general 
Rick Samuels . " It ' s  an early conference showdown 
between the team picked to win it and the team 
picked to give them a run for it . ' '  
The party tips off at 7 : 30 p .m.  i n  Lantz Gym.  Beer 
won't be smiled upon, but complimentary potato 
chips and porn-pons will be in abundance. Also on 
the line will be first-place in the AMCU-8 and 
jockeying position for those big tournaments in 
March . ' 
A spot check of Easterri's  schedule reveals that the 
Vikings are the most formidable entry, although that 
could draw arguments from Minnesota (an 87-69 
winner over Eastern) , which recently stunned for­
merly second-ranked Michigan. 
Cleveland State has found itself at 1 4-2 not by 
chance, but by guts, which the Vikings had plenty of 
by scheduling Michigan, Ohio State and DePaul. . It is Michigan and Ohio State that make up the 2 m 
CSU's  record . Last week, the Vikings· blasted DePaul 
by 15, at the Rosemont Horizon no less .  
That has resulted in raised eyebrows from the 
polls . The Vikings, snubbed by the NIT last year 
despite a 21-8 ledger, have crept up on the Top 20 to 
tap on the door. 
"People have been taking note in their ac­
complishments," said Samlilels, who has kept close 
watch.  "They're getting national attention now . "  
Wednesday may b e  a night when Samuels insists 
the Pink Panthers are always at the end where 
Cleveland State is shooting. The ploy may not stop 
the Vikings' offense, but will sure make keeping an 
eye on the basket a chore . 
I f  that 's unsuccessful, Samuels welcomes help by 
the thousands to help motivate his squad. · 
"I 've made several pleas for big crowds before, 
but I ' m  not going to do that," said Samuels, who's  
never met a capacity crowd he didn 't like . "All I ' l l  
say is that i f  you 're going to come to a game, 
tonight 's  the night to come . "  
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MICHAEL SIT ARZ I Photo Editor 
Panther forward Dave Vance goes up for a shot in a recent game.  Vance will be 
sidelined for the next three weeks because of the recurrence of a stress fracture 
in his foot. 
Cager Vance out with i�jury 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Starting Eastern forward Dave 
Vance has been sidelined by the re­
occurence of a stress fracture in his 
foot. 
Vance, who did not make Eastern' s  
road trip t o  Southwest Missouri 
Monday, will miss at least three weeks,  
Panther coach Rick Samuels said . 
Freshman Mike West-the Pan­
thers' starter in the early portion of the 
season before losing his job to 
V a nce-will  l ikely be Vance ' s  
replacement i n  Eastern 's starting 
lineup . 
. Senior Drew Beck , who saw action 
against Southwest Missouri , is ex­
pected to spell West.  
Vance , a Roselle-Lake Park 
product , had started 11 of the 15 games 
he had appeared in this season. 
Vance was averaging 3 .9 points -and 
3 . 3  rebounds per game . The 6-5 rookie 
scored a career-high 15 points against 
Western Illinois . 
· 
Vance was snooting 47 .6 percen t 
from the field and 82.6 percent from 
the free-throw line. - �� BEARS e� 
. ��� SUPER BOWL XX �-98 
PRE-GAME PARTY . 'J-�'b THURSDAY 8:00 �� �"<) . ON TOP OF THE ROC �.,8 
SUPERBOWL XX- BEARS VS. PATRIOTS 
1 st QUARTER 2 nd QUARTER 
1 0' BEERS 20' BEERS 
a.g P . M .  9- 1 0 P . M .  I 
3rd QUARTER 4th QUARTER l I 
25' BEERS 11-CLOSE I ' I -
� 1 0- 1 1 P . M .  ANYTHING GOES 
Y2 OFF COVER IF YOU WEAR ANYTHING BEARS' 
D O O R  PR IZES & SPEC IALS : Waterm elons , etc . 
JanuatY s Largest 
''Clearance Sale'' 
Russell 
Hooded 
Sweats 
25 3 
I 
Russell 1 I 
2-Button 1 I 
crew neck I I 
Sweats 1 I 
New: 
pink 
& 
white 
Rugged Wear 
11.2 off fall ��  fashions 
Nike - Air Jordan 
Clothing 
1/2 price 
shirts , pants , etc . . .  
All Jogging 40 3 
outfits! O 
Nike, adidas off 
Greek and EIU 
Sweaters 
1/2 price 
cardigan 
Attention! 
Coach Eddy's has purchased 
the newest suntan machine 
on the m�rket . Now get a · deeper tan! 
Sign up now before the rates 
increase . 
Q? 1(2 
. ma ,.;r. � . pnce 
"Jackets" 
Danskin 
Tights 
2 for 1 sale 
2nd one equal / 
or lesser value ,'l 
All Running 
outfits 
1/3 off 
• Nike · :� 
• adidas  
• New Balance 
• Brooks 
Climb you 
way to 
SAVINGS! 
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LARRY PETERSON I Staff Photographer 
serve guard Pat Hamilton has been making the most of her appearances 
bench. Hamilton's shooting has been a welcome sight of late. In the 
two contests she has scored 2 9  points. 
BUD LITE 
MUGS 1 5  oz. 
0 50 REFILLS 
BUCKETS 
1 .50 REFILLS 
---- - -�ll!h.}!_C_�!!!�r.�, --� 
oday-Wednesday 
Party Upstairs 
ith The 
Roma ns!  
Also coming this Fri . 
e Band : Naked Ray Gun 
" Mongo" McMi.chael talks · 
of .Bears' , Pats' .chances 
NEW ORLEANS (AP)-Steve 
McMichael, the Chicago Bears ' ec­
centric defensive tackle, doesn' t  mind 
playing on Astroturf even though he is 
nursing sore knees . 
" It makes me quicker than those fat 
offensive linemen, ' '  he said of the 
artificial surface. 
Quick of mind and action ,  befitting 
his hobby of rattlesnake hunting, 
McMichael shot back, " What do you 
want me to do, put an 'X' on it" when 
asked which knee will undergo ar­
throscopic surgery after the Super 
Bowl. 
"I try to hide it ," McMichael 
quipped during Tuesday's  interviews in 
the Louisiana Superdome . "I wear 
braces on both knees, and I limp on the 
good one . "  
Added incentive is what McMichael 
is supposed to have Sunday when the 
favored Chicago Bears take on the 
New England Patriots in the Super 
Bowl . 
That ' s  because the Patriots cut him 
during the 1 98 1  training camp after 
having made him a third-round draft 
choice out of Texas in 1 980. 
" No animosity at all," McMichael 
said . "What they did worked out to be 
the best for both of us . ' '  
But McMichael also has called i t  a 
dream to be playing in the Super Bowl 
"against the team that cut you loose, a 
team that told you you weren't  good 
enough to play pro football . "  
Some said McMichael was good 
enough on the field but his antics off 
the field did not fit the clean image 
sought by the Patriots . 
McMichael is not above put ting 
snakes in the closets or car trunks of 
his teammates . 
" I t  might have been the rat­
tlesnakes," McMichael said . "When I 
was in New England, they were looking 
for a certain type of player, 
businesslike and clean-cut . ' '  
That's  not exactly the profile of 
McMichael, who carries nicknames 
such as " Mongo" and " Ming the 
Merciless . ' '  
Defensive teammate Dan Hampton 
labeled McMichael "Ming the Mer­
ciless" because " that ' s  the way he 
plays the game . ' '  
The Bears , McMichael said, "are my 
kind of team .J'm not a three-piece-suit 
kind of guy. ' '  
The · Bears hadn ' t  projected him as 
high as the Patriots in the draft,  
possibly because of his size at 6-feet-2 
and 260 pound, but "as soon as he 
became available, we wen t after h im," 
said Bill  Tobin, the Bears ' director of 
player personnel . 
Defensive coordinator Buddy Ryan 
said " Mongo is  a throwback to the old 
days.  I believe he'd play the game for 
nothing if he had to ."  
· McMichael insisted he has  nothing 
to prove Sunday. 
"This is the Super Bowl. There 's  
nothing to prove , "  he said . "This  i s  
the last game. If I had something to 
prove, i t  was during the regular season 
game . "  
That was i n  the second game of  the 
season when the Bears defeated New 
England 20-7 and allowed the Patriots -
in Chicago territory for only 2 1  
seconds .  
New England avoided being shut out 
only because Tony Eason hit Craig 
James with a 90-yard touchdown pass 
in the fourth quarter. 
One reason the Patriot offense 
wasn ' t  working that day was because 
all-pro guard John Hannah was in­
jured and did not play. 
" Does he make a difference? " 
McMichael said . " I ' ll say he makes a 
difference. He' s really blowing off the 
ball . I don't go head-to-head with him,  
but I ' m  going to  try to  get some blind 
shots at him . "  
McMichael, not surprisingly, likens 
to style his play with that· of Dick 
Butkus, the Bears ' Hall of Fame 
linebacker. 
"He was a monster the way he at­
tacked people , "  McMichael said . "I 
didn ' t  see him play ,  but I 've seen clips 
of him and I read his book . He was an 
attacker. That ' s  the way I like to play. 
"Everybody plays like that on our 
defense. That ' s  what makes it so 
good . "  
McMichael took exception t o  a 
suggestion that the Bears are especially 
. rough and tough. 
"We're not dirty;  we're one of the 
least penalized defenses in the league, " 
he said . "We hit hard, but we hit 
whistle-to-whistle . ' '  
Follow the Bears' road to Super Bowl XX 
in The Daily Eastern News sports pages! 
WEDN ESDAY, JAN UARY 22 
6-10 PM 
"3rdee.S: 
in the University Union 
2 pc . l/2 lb . 
CHICKEN CHEESEBURGER 
NUGGETS w/large fries & large 
only 59¢ drinks 
only 2.49 
Check out our other combo 
selection! 
Scoreboard 
Basketball 
NBA 
Ea1tern Conference 
Atlentlc Division 
Boston 
Phllad&lphia 
New Jersey 
Washington 
New York 
W L Pct. GB 
30 8 . 789 
27 1 4  .659 4 Y,  
2 5  1 7  . 595 7 
21 21 . 500 1 1  
1 5  2 7  . 349 1 7  
Centrel Division 
Milwaukee 
Atlanta 
Detroit 
Cleveland 
CHICAGO 
INDIANA 
26 1 5  . 6 5 1  
22 1 7  . 564 4 
1 9  22 . 463 6 
1 6  23 .439 9 
1 5  26 . 349 1 3  
1 1  30 . 266 1 6  
Western Conference 
MldwMI Dlvtelon 
Houston 
Denver 
San Antonio 
Dallas 
Utah 
W L Pct. GB 
27 1 4  . 659 
23 1 7  .575 3 y, 
23 20 . 54 1  5 
1 9  1 8  . 5 1 4 6 
20 23 . 465 8 
Sacramento 1 5  26 . 366 1 2  
Peclllc Division 
LA L.akers 
Portland 
Phoenix 
Seatlle 
LA Clippers 
Golden State 
32 7 . 8 2 1  
26 1 9  . 57 6  9 
1 5  24 .365 1 7  
1 5  2 6  . 366 1 8  
1 5  2 8  . 340 1 9  
1 4  3 1  . 3 1 3 2 1  
Tueldey'a resul� 
New York·1 2 1 ,  Golden State 1 1 4 
LA Clippers 97 ,  Sen Antonio 96 
Denver at Utah,n 
Dallas at Sacramento,n 
Houston al Seattle,n 
Wednesday' a game1 
Phoenix al Philadelphia 
Golden State at Atlanta 
Detroit at Cleveland 
LA Lakers al Boston 
LA Clippers al Dallas 
New Jersey al Denver 
Monday'• results 
LA Lakera 1 33.  CHICAGO 1 1 8  
INOIANA 1 05,  Detroll ,!19 
Philadelphia 1 03, New York 93 
CleYeland 1 08, Phoenix 93 
Atlanta 1 o 1  , Milwaukee 98 
AP Poll 
The Top Twenty temna in the 
Auoc181ed Preas college beakelball poll, 
With flrsl·plac• vol• In parentheses and 
-n record. Tollll polnta based on 20-
1 9 · 1 8· 1 7 · 1 6- 1 5- 1 4 · 1 3· 1 2 · 1 1 · 1 0·9 
·8·7·6·5·4·3·2· 1 : 
Record 
1 .  North Caroline (62) 1 9·0 
2 .  Duke 1 6· 1  
· 3 .  Memphis State 1 7  ·D 
4. GeorgiaTech 1 5· 1  
5 .  Oklahoma 1 7·0 
6 .  Michigan 1 7· 1  
7 .  Kansas 1 6·2 
8 .  St. John's 1 7·2 
9 .  Syracuse 1 3·2 
10.  Nev·Las Vegas 1 7·2 
1 1 .  Kentucky 1 4·2 
1 2 .  Georgetown 1 3·3 
1 3. Louisville 1 1  ·4 
1 4 . Louisiana State 1 6· 2 
1 5. Purdue 1 6·3 
1 6 . Noire Dame 1 0·2 
1 7 . Bradley 1 8· 1  
1 8 . Aia.·Binnlngharn 1 6·4 
1 9 . Tex.-EI Paso 1 5·3 
20. Virgine Tech 1 4·3 
PIL 
1 , 240 
1 ,089 
1 ,069 
1 .058 
997 
995 
689 
7 54 
674 
669 
659 
487 
440 
432 
346 
337 
302 
1 44 
1 1 1  
1 05 
Others receiving votes in order: 
Richmond. Indiana, Illinois, Navy, Iowa, 
Minnesola, Boston College, Alabama, 
Marquette, Auburn, Tennessee. Virginia. 
Arkansas. Cleveland State, St. Joseph's, 
Michigan State, Western Kentucky. 
DePaul. Pepperdine, Villanova. 
Basketball 
Big Ten conference 
Michigan 
Purdue 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Ohio State 
ILLINOIS 
Minnesota 
Michigan St. 
Wisconsin 
Northwestern 
Big Ten 
W L 
5 1 
5 1 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 3 
2 3 
2 4 
1 4 
0 5 
o-•" 
W L 
1 7  1 
1 6  3 
1 1  4 
1 3  5 
9 6 
1 2  5 
1 2  6 
1 1  5 
9 6 
6 9 
AMCU conference 
Cleveland St . 
EASTERN 
111.-Chicago 
West em 
AMCU 
W L 
4 0 
4 0 
2 2 
2 2 
o-•" 
W L 
1 4  2 
1 2  4 
7 6 
7 6 
SW Missouri 
UW-Green Bay 
N. lowa 
Valperalso 
1 2 
1 3 
1 3 
0 4 
1 1  4 
2 1 2  
5 9 
4 1 1  
Panther Statistics 
Men 
Scoring 
Collins 
KDckwrth 
Crook 
Taylor 
Evans 
Vance 
Murphy 
RDckwrth 
West 
Strcklnd 
Peavey 
Beck 
Emro 
Others 
Collins 
Crook 
KOckwrlh 
Evans 
Vance 
West 
Taylor 
Murphy 
Beck 
ADckwrth 
Strcklnd 
Peavey 
Emro · 
Scoring 
Aldridge 
Hatfield 
Hynd 
Bon sett 
Tyler 
Hamilton 
Webb 
Newman 
Walsh 
Cavanagh 
Ethridge 
Brown 
Others 
Aldridge 
Hatfield 
Tyler 
Bonsett 
Hynd 
Hamilton 
Walsh 
Newman 
Webb 
Ethridge 
Brown 
Cavanagh 
0 FO 
1 6  1 26 
1 6  1 1 1  
1 6  9 1  
1 3  3 5  
1 6  44 
1 5  2 0  
9 1 7  
5 5 
1 6  1 6  
1 0  5 
6 4 
9 3 
6 2 
Sii Ast 
1 4  4 1  
3 1  5 2  
FT PTS AVG 
62 3 1 4  1 9. 6  
59 2 6 1  1 7 .6 
3 1  2 1 3  1 3 .3 
24 94 7 . 2  
1 1  99 6 . 2  
1 9  59 3 . 9  
1 4  26
. 
2 . 9  
1 1 1 - 2 . 2  
2 34 2 . 1  
1 0  20 2 . 0  
1 9 1 . 5 
4 1 0  1 . 1  
2 6 1 .0 
Reb 
76 
42 
Blk Min 
0 562 
0 ,  524 
1 3  1 1  
3 9  5 5  
5 30 
1 40 
56 
50 
4 1 1  58 
2 5  463 
9 465 
1 347 
3 283 
1 256 1 6  35 39 
4 2 20 1 82 
0 6 1 5  0 58 
0 2 1 0  2 54 
3 5 1 0  0 5 1  
0 3 5 0 26 
0 3 0 9 
Women 
G FO 
1 5  1 1 4 
1 5  94 
13 6 2  
1 4  43 
1 5  5 1  
1 4  4 0  
9 1 2  
1 2  1 2  
1 3  1 2  
9 1 0  
6 4 
1 2  1 1  
Sii Ast 
38 50 
64 7 9  
23 39 
28 50 
1 3  1 2  
1 9  9 
7 9 
6 4 
5 1 
5 9 
0 6 
1 1  6 
FT PTS AVG 
41 269 1 7 . 9  
32 220 1 4 . 7  
25 1 49 1 1 . 5 
27 1 1 3  6 . 1  
1 6  1 20 8 . 0  
5 85 6 . 1  
1 2  36 4 . 0  
9 33 2 . 8  
1 0  34 2 . 6  
2 22 2 . 4  
6 1 4  2 . 3  
5 27 2.3 
Rell Blk Min 
1 1 5  2 524 
67 6 5 1 0  
9 1  2 442 
23 0 4 1 8  
58 2 347 
1 0  0 1 67 
30 3 1 39 
23 0 1 07 
2 7  2 96 
7 1 92 
24 0 86 
6 0 68 
WED 
Long Island 
ICE TEA 
SLAMMERS 
754 
8 p . m . - 1 2 a . m . 
Wednesday, January 2 2 ,  1 9 86 
. 
Sports log 
WEDNESDAY 
MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts Cleveland State, 
Lantz Gym, 7 : 30 p .m.  
WRESTLING-Eastern at Southwest Missouri . 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
PRO HOCKEY-Montreal Canadians at Chicago Black 
Hawks, WBBM·AM (780), 7 : 35 p.m.  
THU RSDAY 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts I llinois State, 
7 : 30 p.m.  
FRIDAY 
MEN'S SWIMMING-Eastern hosts Bradley, Lantz Pool, 
4 p. m .  
WRESTLING-Eastern at Southwest Missouri. 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at Buffalo Sabres, 
WBBM·TV (780) , 6 :30 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TRACK-Eastern hosts Western 
Illinois, Lantz Fieldhouse, 1 :30. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts Indiana State, 
Lantz Gym, 5: 1 5. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts Valparaiso, Lantz 
Gym, 7 :30. 
MEN'S SWIMMING-Eastern at University of Missouri. 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING-Eastern at Northern Illinois. 
WRESTLING-Eastern at Southwest Missouri. 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at New York 
Islanders, WBBM·AM (780) , 6 p.m . .  
PRO BASKETBALL-Phoenix Suns at Chieago BuHs, 
WMAQ-AM (670), 7 : 30. 
SUNDAY 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
PRO FOOTBALL-Super Bowl XX, Chicago Bears and 
New England Patriots, at New Orleans, La. ,  NBC· TV 
(Channels 2, 1 5) and WGN·AM (720), 4 p.m. 
Football 
Final Bears Statistics 
Rushing 
Payton 
Su hey 
McMahon 
Gentry 
Thomas 
Sanders 
Fuller 
Gault 
Perry 
Tomczak 
McKinnon 
Margerum 
Peealng 
McMahon 
Fuller 
Tomczak 
Payton 
Buford 
Receiving 
Payton 
Moorehead 
Gault 
Suhey 
Mcl<innon 
Wrightman 
All Yda 
324 1 55 1  
1 1 5 47 1 
47 252 
30 1 60 
3 1  1 25 
2 5  1 04 
2 4  7 7  
5 1 8  
5 7 
2 3 
0 
.7 
All Cpl 
3 1 3  1 7 8 
1 07 53 
6 2 
5 3 
1 
No Yda 
49 463 
35 461 
33 704 
33 295 
3 1  555 
24 407 
Avg TD 
4 . 8  9 
4 . 1  1 
5 .4 3 
5 . 3  2 
4 . 0  4 
4 . 2  1 
3 . 2  5 
3 . 6  0 
1 . 4 2 
1 . 5 0 
0.0 0 
· 7 . 0  0 
Yd1 TD 
2392 1 5  
7 7 7  1 
33 0 
96 1 
5 0 
Avg T D 
9 . 9  2 
1 3 . 7  
2 1 . 3  
8 . 9  1 
1 7 . 9  7 
1 7 .0 
Margerum 
Gentry 
Thomas 
Maness 
McMahon 
Sanders 
Anderson 
Perry 
1 7  1 90 1 1 . 2 2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
5 77 1 5 .4 
5 45 9 . 0  
34 34.0 
1 3  1 3. 0  
Punting 
Buford 
!'uni returns No 
Ortego 1 7  
Taylor 2 5  
Duerson 6 
McKinnon 4 
Maness 2 
9 9 . 0  
6 6.0 
4 4 . 0  
No Y d a  Avg 
66 2670 4 2 . 2  
Y d 1  Avg 
1 58 9 . 3  
1 98 7 . 9  
47 7 . 7  
4 4  1 1 . 0 
9 4 . 5  
TD 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
K.O. returns No Yd1 Avg 
5 7 7  2 6 . 2  
466 2 5 . 9  
TD 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
Gault 2 2  
Gentry 1 6  
Taylor 1 1 8  1 6 .0 
McKinnon 
Sanders 
Scoring 
Butler 
Payton 
McKinnon 
Fuller 
McMahon 
Thomas 
Gentry 
Perry 
Gault 
1 6  1 6 .0 
10 1 0. 0  
T D  PAT FO Pll 
0 5 1  37 1 44 
1 1  0 0 66 
7 0 0 42 
5 0 0 30 
4 0 0 24 
4 0 0 24 
3 0 0 1 6  
3 0 0 1 8 
2 0 0 1 2  
The Dally Eastern 
Report scores to 58 1 -28 
Football 
Margerum 
Suhey 
Dent 
Frazier 
Moorehead 
Richardson 
Sanders 
Wilson 
Wrightman 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 2  
1 2  
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Final Patriots Statistics 
Rushing 
CJames 
Collins 
Weathers 
Tatupu 
Eason 
Grogan 
Fryar 
Morgan 
Franklin 
Pe11lng 
Eason 
Grogan 
CJames 
Receiving 
Collins 
Morgan 
Fryar 
Ramsey 
CJames 
Jones 
Dawson 
. Starring 
Williams 
Hawthorne 
Weaihers 
Tatupu 
Punting 
Camarillo 
Alt . Yd1 
263 1 22 7  
1 63 657 
41 1 74 
47 1 52 
22 70 
20 29 
7 27 
0 
.5 
Avg TD 
4 . 7  5 
4.0 3 
4 . 2  1 
3 . 2  2 
3 . 2  1 
1 . 5 2 
3 . 9  ·1 
0 . 0  0 
·5.0 0 
All Cpl Yd1 TD 
299 1 66 2 1 56 1 1  
1 56 85 1 3 1 1  7 
2 2 1 6  2 
No Yda Avg TD 
52 549 1 0. 6  2 
39 760 1 9 . 5  5 
39 670 1 7 . 2  7 
28 285 1 0 . 2  1 
2 7  360 1 3 . 3  2 
2 1  237 1 1 . 3 2 
1 7  1 48' 8 . 7  0 
1 6  235 1 4 . 7  0 
9 1 63 1 6 . 1  0 
3 42 1 4 .0 0 
2 1 6  9 . 0  0 
2 1 6  8 . 0  0 
No Yd1 Avg 
92 3953 43.0 
Punt returns No Yd1 Avg TD 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Fryar 37 520 1 4 . 1  
AJames 2 1 3  6 . 5  
Starring 2 0 0 . 0  
Bowman 
K.O. returns 
Starring 
Fryar 
Jones 
Weal hers 
Hawthorne 
CJ am es 
Scoring 
Franklin 
Fryar 
CJames 
Collins 
Morgan 
Grogan 
Jones 
Clayborn 
Eason 
Hawthorne 
Ramsey 
Weathers 
.3 ·3. 0 
No Yd1 
48 1 0 1 2  
3 39 
3 37 
1 1 8  
1 - 1 3  
0 
Avg 
2 1 . 1  
1 3 .0 
1 2 .3 
1 8 .0 
1 3 . 0  
0.0 
TD 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TD PAT FG Pia 
0 40 24 1 1 2  
8 0 0 48 
7 0 0 42 
3 0 0 1 6  
3 0 0 1 8  
2 0 0 1 2  
2 0 0 1 2  
0 0 6 
0 0 6 
0 0 6 
0 0 6 
0 0 6 
Notices 
N- JerHy Nat .... Reinstated guard 
MICHAEL RAY RICHARDSON . 
Footbal l  
Houston Oiiers-Named JERRY 
GLANVILLE head coach and signed him 
to a five-year contract. 
Basebal l  
C l nclnnetl  Red a-Signed f irst 
baseman TONY PEREZ to a one-year 
contract. 
Oeklend A' .... Signed designated 
hitter DAVE KINGMAN to a one-year 
contract. 
. College 
Big Ten Conference-Named 
Michigan State guard SCOTI SKILES 
Player-of-the-Week. 
Hockey 
NHL 
Campbell Cont 
Norris Division 
CHICAGO 
ST. LOUIS 
Minnesota 
Toronto 
Detroit 
Edmonton 
Calgary 
Winnipeg 
Los Angeles 
Vancouver 
W L T 
22 1 8  5 
1 9  1 8  
1 8  20 
1 2  2 7  
9 32 
Wales Cont 
Philadelphia 
Washington 
NY isles 
Pittsburgh 
NY Rangers 
New Jersey 
Quebec 
Montreal 
Hartford 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Tue1day'1 
Washington 7 ,. Minnesota 5 
NY Isles 7, Philadelphia 3 
ST. LOUIS at Los A�.n 
New Jersey at Vancouver,n 
Wedne1d1y'1 
Montreal at CHICAGO 
Boston at Detroil 
Winnipeg at Buffalo 
NY Rangers at Tor onto 
New Jersey at Calgary 
Pittsburgh al Edmonton 
Mond1y'1 
Hartford 5 .  NY Rangers 0 
Quebec 3, Montreal 2 
G 
Gretzky, Edm 
Naslund.Mon 
Lemieux.Pit 
Kurri ,Edm 
Coffey, Edm 
P.Statsny,Oue 
Prapp,Phi 
SAVARD.CHI 
32 
28 
2 5  
33 
22 
2 4  
29 
28 
Anderson. Edm 28 
Bossy.NY! 29 
Hwerchck, Wpg 29 
Soccer 
MISL 
w 
Baltimore 1 3  
Minnesota 1 3  
Pittsburgh 1 1  
Dallas 1 2  
Cleveland 1 1  
CHICAGO 6 
w 
San Diego 1 5  
Wichita 1 4  
ST. LOUIS 1 1  
Kansas City 1 0  
Los Angeles 6 
Tacoma 9 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22 
b the StoP Y ge Video Loun and see · . . 
"EDDIE AND THE CRUISER 
Starring Michael Pare 
and Tom Berenger 
Features musi9 by 
JOHN CAFFERTY and the 
BEAVER BROWN BAND 
ally Eastern News 
pplers ready 
take on SWMO 
er 8-day layoff 
a successful three meet homestand, Eastern' s  
will be on the road again, as they travel to 
· to take on Southwest Missouri in a dual 
ednesday night . 
, holding an perfect 6-0 record in dual 
been on an eight-day layoff since downing 
Illinois 25- 1 4  on Jan . 14 .  But head coach 
cCausland believes the layoff will be plus for 
thers. 
wrestlers are anxious to get back in com­
," McCausland said. 
will have been are longest break for the rest 
season, from here on out are longest time 
matches will be five days," he said . 
's lineup will be the same as it was against 
the s tarters being Craig Sterr ( 1 1 8) ,  Loren 
(126) , Dean Souder ( 1 34), Paul Cysewski 
eith Presley (1 50), Chris McFarland ( 1 58) ,  
rter ( 167), Marty Molina ( 1 77), Rob Kelly 
d Demetrius Harper in the heavyweight 
r Eastern defeated Southwest Missouri 42-
tz Gym, but McCausland says he doesn't 
t much about them this season . 
· 
w them wrestle early in the season but they 
t of injuries then , "  said McCausland . " I  
o f  their key wrestlers are a t  the 1 1 8 and 
'ght classes . This year's  team should be 
last years , because they had six wrestlers 
last season. "  
' s  Chris McFarland leads the team with a 
rd. McFarland is followed closely by 
and fraternity brother Ozzie Porter, who 
7-4 record. 
\Wednesday , Januacy 2 2 ,  1 986 
No blood • • •  
Eastern's Mike West fouls an Indiana State 
player as he goes for a layup in a recent game.  
West becomes a key member for the Panthers 
MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo Editor 
tonight as he wil l  have to help replace the injured 
Dave Vance who wil l  be sidelined for three 
weeks. · 
This is for all the Chips . . .  
The Game of the YEAR! 
leveland St. vs . EASTERN ILL. 
TONIGHT • Tip-off 7 :30 p. 01 .  
Potato Chips 
and 
Snacks! 
* Pompc;»ns will be given away 
to the first 5, 000 spectators 
* 2,500 Bags of Jay's 
Potato Chips will be handed 
out before the game 
* Two tickets will be drawn 
for a year's supply of Jay's 
Potato Chips and snacks 
* Arrive early and get psyched 
for what hopes to be 
an exciting game!! 
58 
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Arbitrat ion salaries increasing 
NEW YORK (AP)-A spokesman 
for baseball's club owners said 
Tuesday that some of the salaries 
players are seeking through arbitration 
are out of line, while a union 
spokesman said the figures reflect 
inflation and the growth of the game. 
Eight players are seeking $ 1  million 
or more a year, led by third baseman 
Wade Boggs of the Red Sox, who is 
said to be seeking $ 1 .85 million. At 
$ 1 . 7 million apiece, are pitcher Fer-
nando Valenzuela of the Los Angeles 
Dodgers and outfielder Tim Raines of 
the Montreal Expos. 
They are among a record 1 59 major 
leaguers who have filed for arbitration. 
"Some of the players' salary 
numbers are extremely high and, 
frankly, out of line, " said Barry Rona, 
counsel to the Player Relations 
Committee, the club owners' labor 
relations arm. "In terms of com­
parisons, both to other players that 
have been signed and with respect to 
what other players are asking for, some 
of the figures are out of line. ' '  
Gene Orza, counsel to the Major 
League Players Association, saw 
nothing unusual in the number who 
had filed or the amounts they were 
asking. "Every year has produced a 
number higher than the previous year. 
The reasons for the continuing high 
numbers are inflation and the growth 
of the game itself, " he said . 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22nd 
6-10 p . m. 
Showtime 
6:JG �. m.  
University 
Ballroom 
t;llllAllTIN LUTHER KING, JR. l!:I UNIVERSITY UNION 
�IN CO �/'( . 
II  
. 
I I  
I I  
I I  
I I  
A new comedy starring 
Michael J. Fox 
of "Back to the Future" 
" EAT - I N "  or 
" TAKE - OU 
1 4 1  6 6th St . Chariest 
Next to Coach Eddy's 
345· 1 433 
LUNCH 
Any Sandwich 
Y2 pou nder of: 
• Turkey • H 
• Ch icken • B 
• Tuna Salad 
comes w / lettuce, m 
tomato , sprouts and ch 
of bread 
also 1 medium drink, 
potato salad $ 
* weight sl ightly vari 
Su pper Speci 
Get FREE small cup or c 
yogart your choice of 4 
flavors w/supper. 
Pork or Beef BB 
on Hard Rol l 
Y2 pou nder 
sprinkled w/chedder ch 
$1 .99 
includes potato salad 
plus dfink 
Baked Apple Delig 
yellow delicious apple 
w/special sauce, yo 
& sprinkled w/cinnam 
ggc; 
-or-
Parfait  Del igh 
3 swirls of yogart 
Hot fudge or carmel 
$1. .50 reg . 2 . 1 0  
4 :00 - 1 0 :00 p .m .  
All Sandwiches 
* Y2 price 
stuffed baked po tat 
* Y2 price 
Party Time 
A ny group of 
1 5  or more 
Rent the Berry Pa 
any even ing durin 
week! $350 per pe 
and EAT any & 
the yogart produ 
YOU WANT! 
PIG OUT! 
Specials 
WE Now Have 
- BAGELS 
• cream cheese & c 
• garlic • whole wh 
• white or white-o 
ATED FOR a 
EN GLOBE ­
DS . . •  
Ing Best Picture 
The dates of our 
advertised specials in the 
Tues . , Jan . 2 1  Daily 
Eastern Ne ws were 
incorrect. The correct 
dates are from 
Fri . , Jan . 24-Fri . ,  Feb . 7 
White Hen Pantry 
apologizes for the 
inconvience caused by 
our advertising agency .  
·�· 
When 'bi Run Out. Run Out .,_ 
· White Men. Pontn.J. 
This Semester let 
White Hen Pantrv 
Teach You Econonucs. 
v..-ed .r.. �JU hM kvnHd ( ,w,11 lor 1�n11. .... 
Roa.5t c.oke. Diet c.oke Potato Cllips 
Beef 
Oury c.oke. Sprite 7o�. N.1111i.11d,; 2 1itero 
$1.49 1 2 11>. Di&1s1�c.»9 � ·  89t � · . . � t•.tt h 
200 East Llncoln AA.oe•Owleston•3454240•Bill and Dot Helland, Owneipperatms 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
Wednesday, January 22 6-10 pm - ·  
�\))o.') $V . 
i"e 1'\S · . . e'i>e \)'C Scott Jones 
9-10:30 
. . .for an evening 
of entertainment 
and surpris �s 
. • Musician 
• Comedian 
Nominated for 
Campus Entertainer 
of the Year 
The best bargains in the classified ads ! 
POSITION REQUESTED BY ADVERTISER 
POSITION REQUESTED BY ADVERTISER 
78 
.. 
Produced by Uni_versity Board Public Relations Committee, Coordinator ('Aary Beth Marek 
I N  CONCERT FRI DAY • • • JOH N  CAFFERTY 
Ushers needed for Cafferty Concert 
Joh n Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Ba nd with sp 
guest Flash Kahan will be rockin '  Lantz Gym this Friday a 
p . m .  
The group,  which has performed with such artists 
Foreigner,  Bryan Adams and the Beach Boys , are well kno 
for their talented writing and performance of the original mo 
picture soundtrack of " Eddie and the Cruisers" released 
September 1 98 3 .  
I n  May,  1 9 8 5 ,  "Tough A l l  Over" was released w 
contains hit songs "C-1-T-Y" and "Small Town Girl . "  An al 
to be released at the end of January includes the song " He 
On Fire , " written and performed for the " Rocky IV" m 
soundtrack. 
Admission is $6 for students with l . D .  and $8 for gen 
publ ic . Tickets are available at .the U nion Ticket Office betw 
9 a. m .  and 3 p . m .  or at Mazuma Records. All seats 
reserved . 
There wil l  be a meeting for anyone interested in ushering for 
the John Cafferty concert Thursday ,  Jan .  23 at 7 : 30 p . m .  in  
the Effingham room . I f you cannot attend , please call 58 1 -
3829 (Student Activities) and ask for Dave . 
This week i n  the video lou nge . . .  
wil l  be present ing " Body Heat" starring Wil l iam H u rt ,  Kathleen 
Turner , an d Richard Crenna. H u rt stars as a lazy , incom petent 
crim inal lawyer w hose love for another man ' s  w ife entangles 
h im i n  a web of deceit and murder.  Kathleen Turner portrays 
the sensual predatory wife of a smug Florida real estate 
operater with mob connections .  Also see Cheap Trick and 
Rockworld . Al l videos beg i n  at 9 : 00 a . m .  each day in the U n ion 
Walkway . 
- Jan Holobowski 
FOR UB 
NTERT AINMENT 
INFORMATION 
A 5 
" Witness" is a spel lb inding thri l ler that combines 
suspense with intoxicating romance.  Harrison Ford star 
John ·Book,  a tough Phi ladelphia cop �hose only witness 
brutal murder is a young Amish boy on his f i rst vis it to the 
Tension mounts as Book's attraction to the boy's lo 
widowed mother intensifies-while the ki l ler moves clos 
he stalks his prey . Due to the John Cafferty conce rt , ' 
ness" wi l l  be shown Sat . , J an .  25  at 6 : 30 and 9 :00 p . m .  in 
Grand Ballroom . Tickets are $ 1  . 
LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE? .  
The U niversity Board wi l l  be 
interviewing candidates for the 
following coordinator positions: 
HOMECOMING/CFjlAZY DAZE -
plans Eastern 's  ! h,omecoming 
events and presents two days of 
events . i n  Febr'.uary to g ive 
students a midwinter study break. 
LECTU RES - offers a variety of 
renowned speakers representing 
pol it ics, • education and current 
issues. 
MAINST AGE - · promotes music 
for everyone to enjoy through 
indoor and outdoor concerts . 
MOVI ES - schedules and shows 
un ique events such as hypno 
comedians, and games on 
quad . 
classic and contemporary fi lms. If  interested , please subm it a 
PRODUCTIONS - uses technical of appl ication to the St 
expertise and state of the art · Activities Center,  second 
equipment to help U B  programs Un ion , by Friday ,  Jan .  24 at 4 
start at curtain call and run Interviews wi l l  take place J 
smoothly . and 30 between 7 and 9 p . m  
SPECIAL EVENTS - schedules more information , call 58 � -5 1 
